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Police Ignore Pleas
AndBeatDeaf Youth

Dr. Kirkendoll Elected Bishop
At (ME's Centennial Session

A 19-year-old deaf student, the youth was carried with disJohn Thomas Tuggle of 5079 orderly conduct and resisting
Truse, in the White S t at i o n arrest. Later. ei g h t stitches
By PERRY 0. WITHERS
he may be reappointed or given plans no immediate announcecommunity, was beaten by po- were required to close a cut on
The Rev. Dr. Chester Arthur a new assignment.
ments regarding changes of dislice on Monday night, May 11, his fore'.cad.
Kirkendoll, president of Lane The Fifth Episcopal District trict policy or programs, but
The charges were dismissed
when he failed to answer their
College at Jackson, Tenn. for is h eadquartered in Birming- will spend the next few weeks
complaint
has
when
he appeared in court the
questions,
and
a
the past 20 years, was elected ham, Ala. Bishop Kirkendoll reviewing present district probeen filed with t he Memphis following day, but the family
bishop last Friday at a legis- will have his office there, staff- grams and consulting leaders.
branch of the NAACP in the still had to pay $50 to the lawlative session of the Christian ed with full-time and volunteer Speaking o n his announced
yer who represented them in
matter.
Methodist Episcopal Church personnel.
advocacy of the merger of the
The youth, a junior at Lester court.
Centennial Convention held in "Being a CME Bishop is a CME with the AME (African
High School, where he recently
In court, one of the policemen
Memphis, May 6 thru 17.
full-time job . . I will resign Methodist Episcopal) and t h e
rawing
won
first
prize
in
a
d
said
that young Tuggle h a d
Rev. Kirkendoll, 55, will fill as president of Lane in around AMEZ (African Methodist Episcontest, has been deaf since he shouted to them, but that they
the vacancy within the n i n e• sixty days," commented Dr. copal Zion) Bishop Kirkendoll
was stricken by meningitis at had not been able to undersaid, "There is no good reason
man College of Bishops, creat- Kirkendoll.
age of 13. He is able to un- stand him.
the
The new bishop said that he to continue this division of
ed by the retirement of Bishop
derstand others by reading lips.
Mr. and Mrs. Tuggle are the
black
people
within
black
peoBertram W. Doyle, former senHe
said
that
he
had
just
gotparents
of 13 children, and all
ple."
ior bishop, from Cincinnati, 0.
dish- but two of them still reside at
off
from
his
job
as
a
ten
He expects the proposed merBishop Doyle, who had ser‘
washer at Morrisons' cafeteria home.
ger to take place very soon.
ed since 1950, retired unde
Another son. Frank James
in
the nearby Eastgate ShopThe Christian Methodist EpisCME discipline which stipulates
ping Center when police cruis- Tuggle, was permanently paracopal Church, founded Decemthat a bishop must retire at the
ing up T r u se st. ran into a lyzed in July, 1964 while en
ber 1870 in Jackson, Tenn. was
quadrennial convention nearest
huge stone which someone had route to a church meeting in
first named Colored Methodist
his 74th birthday.
placed in the middle of it.
Pennsylvania with his minister,
Episcopal Church but changRev. Kirkendoll became t h e
the Rev. B. T. Dumas.
Young
Tuggle
said
that
he
ed
to
its
'present
designation
as
35th CME bishop when he ran
was on his way to a cousin's A large tractor-trailer truck
a result of a special meeting
ahead of the Rev. C.D. Colehouse
to cut the boy's hair and ran into the rear of the R e v.
held for that purpose in Memman of Memphis, General Seca neighbor's porch when Mr. Dumas' car, and three perwas
on
This
in
1954.
retary of Christian Education
the
police
car struck the stone. sons, including Mrs. Dumas,
Bishop Kirkendoll was born
with 247 of the 404 delegates
They
stopped
immediately, then were killed.
in Searcy, Arkansas but movvoting in his favor.
The NAACP has filed a comran to the porch and began
ed to Kansas City, Mo., at the
A simple majority of 203 was
plaint in the matter, charging
grabbing
the
youths.
age of two. He received his prirequired to win. Rev. KirkenBefore arresting and beating police brutality, with Mayor
mary and secondary education
doll was before the convention
him,
he said, the police collar- Henry Loeb and members of
in
the
public
schools
of
Kansas
on two previous occasions for
ed
Carey
Allen and Michael the City Council and the Civil
City, his bachelor of arts dethe College of Bishops, losing
Service Commission.
Smith.
gree from Lane, and his masby only two votes in 1966.
At
that
point,
knowing
th
a
t
ter's of art from Northwestern
On Sunday, Dr. Kirkendoll
the police would not understand
University
was appointed to t he Fifth
what the deaf youth was trying
He holds two honorary docEpiscopal District which insay, James Kearney ran to
to
degrees:
Doctor
of
Ditorate
cludes 30,000 members, 2911
the
boys' home and returned
vinity from St. Andrews Semiministers. and 305 CME churchwith his mother, Mrs. Adam
nary, London, England, a n d
es in Alabama a nd Florida.
Tuggle of 5079 Truse.
DR. C. A. KIRKENDOLL
The appointment is for a miniDoctor of Literature from Tyler
When she arrived, she found
mum of four years, after which i
College, Tyler Texas,
young Tuggle sitting in the po_
lice car with blood streaming
down his head from bruises.
Mrs. Tuggle said, "I to I d
Barbers Local 734 will prethem that they should be sent another style show on
(ashamed of t hemselves a n d Monday, May 25, at the T8z.,1
NEW BISHOP ORDAINED — Dr. C. A.
on Sunday morning in the City Auditorium. I that my boy could not h ea r
Barber Shop at 903 E. McLeKirkendoll became the 35th bishop of t h e
Officiating at left is Bishop B. Julian Smith
but they cursed me and told more, starting at 10 a.m.
Chlistian Methodist Episcopal Church, and
of the First Episcopal District, who is the
me to go on back home.
Tommy Rawls and Jimmy
he is seen here during ordination services
church's senior bishop. (Withers Photo)
After being carried to jail, Ferguson will show the natural
hair care and styling, accordJacqueline Franklin, a mem- which it sponsors. The tota
ing to Mrs. Alma Morris, presiber of the E. T. Washington amount of scholarships is $2,dent of the local.
High School graduating class, 000.
The Tennessee State Associais the winner of the first place
tion of Barbers' annual convenWinners were caosen by a Sescholarship of $500 in the annu- lection Committee of college
tion will be held in Nashville
al scholarship program of Beta teachers from among applicant
June 7 and 8.
By ALBERT BAKER LEWIS members of the National Guard
Epsilon Omega Chapter of the submitted by the public and
Delegates from Memphis will
It is very right and hearten- because they were demonstratinclude Mrs. Alma Morri s,
parochial high schools of Meming that there has been an out- ing against the refusal of the
president; Julian Williams, secphis and Shelby County. InterBy BARRY PARKER
Both city police and highway retary: Tommy Rawls, vice
pouring of anger over the kill- owner of a nearby bowling alviews for the candidates were
ing of four Kent State Univer- ley to allow Negroes to use it. JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) — patrol officers were at the president; Jimmy Ferguson,
held at LeMoyne-Owen College.
sity students by trigger-happy a refusal directly contrary to Black youths gathered Sunday scene of the shooting but Dis- ; guardian; and Mr. and Mrs.
Members of the Selection
national guardsmen. Some the public accomodations see- at a Masonic temple a b lo c k
Committee are Mrs. David
trict Attorney Jack Travis said Milton Montgomery.
Kent students had burned the tion of the Federal Civil Rights(from the Jackson State College
I All union members are askRowland, Memphis State UniROTC building, but the students Law.
campus for services in memory no shots were fired by c it
ed to cooperate with all union
versity; Mr. Carl E. Johnson,
killed had no part in that. The Again, the guardsmen claim- of the two students killed in a police. He said a line of police barbershops, which are closed
Southwestern-at-Me'mphis; and
guardsmen's defenders claimed ed they shot in self defense, barrage of state police gunfire officers were advancing down on Mondays, open from 8 a.m.
Mr. William H. Cross, Lethe opposite side of the four- to 8 p.m. Tuesday through
falsely, that they had been fir- but no rifles were found amongl Friday.
Moyne-Owen College.
ed on by snipers.
Dr. Aaron Shirley, a Jackson lane street while the patrol Thursday; and from 8 a.m. unthe
students
present.
Again(
The sorority has carried on
BUT, four Negro girls, Cyn- there was no loud outcry physician, said state authorities unit was formed in front of the til 9 p.m. on Friday and Satura scholarship program for
EMMA PEPPERS
day.
thia
Wesley, Denise McNair, against killing Negroes compar- refused to allow the memorial dc:•mitory.
many years and now has
Robertson and Addie ed with whites, makes me'services to be held on th^
Carole
broadened the scope to include
Members of the Scholarship Collins were bombed to death angry. It is understandable that; pus, so they were moved to the
travel grants for high school and Travel Grants Committee
in the 16th Street Baptist they make college students,I masonic temple
and college students.
are Mrs. F. M. Duvall, Chair- Church in Birmingham. Ala- some whites as well as blacks' The predominantly black colMrs. J. Y. Chambers is ha- man; Mesdames Y. Acey, J.
lege — drawing more than a
bama because the church had angry.
sileus of Beta Epsilon Omega Bennett, B. Gwin, G. Lindsey, been used for civil rights meetthird of its 4,500 students from
JACQUELINE FRANKLIN
It is understandable that the Jackson area — was closand Miss Gwendolyn Jones is E. McWilliams, E. Perkins, H. ings to get for Negroes the
publicity director.
Smith L. Suttles, G. 'Tuggle, equal right to vote which they they do not make Mr. Nixon or ed after the deaths of James
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
E. Walker, and H. Yarbrough. are supposed to have by the Mr. Agnew angry, for it is part Earl Green, 17, a high school
of their "Southern strategy," student, and Phillip L. Gibbs,
Second place winner of a
Federal Constitution.
to get for Republicans the votes,21. a junior. Gibbs was buried
$350 scholarship Deborah ManThe mother of ode of the cast for Wallace for President Sunday at
The Le Moyne-0 wen College
ning of Northside High School.
Ripley.
'Alumni Association along withi
girls later became insane as a in 1968 by many bigoted and Three youths
Emma Peppers of Mitchell
among the 15
result. No one was ever arrest- some misguided whites.
Road High School received an
injured remained hospitalized. the faculty and student body of
ed
for
the
killing,
of
course.
place.
award of $250 for third
Voters should make certain In Augusta, Ga., National the school are sponsoring a
There was no such widespread that President Nixon loses Guard
receivtroops stood by for fu- Community Recognition Dinner
other
seniors
Eight
public protest as there should more votes by this Southern neral
services for five of the on Saturday night, May 30 for
ing scholarships of $100 each
have been.
strategy than he gains.
six Negro men slain by police Dr. Hollis F. Price, who is reare Barbara Daoris, Capleville
In Orangeburg, South CaroCaro-'(Editor's Note: Mr. Lewis is during last Monday's riot. Au- tiring as president of the school
High: Kay Anne Haye. Woodlina,
three
Negro
coi
l
ge
stu- national
treasurer
of
the gusta has been relatively quiet at the end of the current sedale; Dons Jackson, Geeter;
dents were shot and:
led by NAACP.)
since the outburst but 1,000 mester.
Elizabeth Jones, Melros e,
_
1 The dinner is to be held in
troops remained on duty.
Gwendolyn Moore, Sheffield;
Eighth graders of the L o n gAttorney General John Mitch- the Holiday Inn-Rivermont, and
Brenda Roark, Overton; Gloria
view Heights Seventh Day Adell. who ordered a federal in- will begin at 8 p.m.
Smith, Hamilton; and Altha
ventist Church School will revestigation into the campus Sponsors of the dinner said:
Stewart, Sacred Heart.
ceive their diplomas at a speshooting,
flew to Jackson Mon- Dr. Price has done much to
The sorority reserves one
cial candlelight service to be
day to confer with Mayor Rus- promote the best interests of
MANNING
DEBORAH
scholarship for a member of
held on this Saturday evening,
sell Davis and Dr. John A. Peo- the total Memphis community.
TIC, the teen-age organization
I May 23, at 7:30 p.m. in the A plan to organize students Augusta.
ples, president of the college. He has helped keep the line of
church sanctuary.
at all black colleges and uni- She said that the students A black member of the bi-ra- communication open b etween
Prior to the awarding of the versities across the nation in a were told that the school would lcial "fact-finding"
committee the races during these troubled
diplomas, they will hear the protest against the slaying of be closed for the balance of the appointed by Davis said testi- times and has consistently adDR. HOLLIS F. PRICE
baccalaureate speaker, the Rev. six blacks last week in Augus- semester. A junior, Miss Cross mony by Peoples "shed a lot vocated the true spirit of brothEddie Currie, minister of ta. Ga.. faded out last Friday said that she plans to complete of light on the cause of the sit- erhood and dignity for all men. dent of Memphis State UniverChrist Baptist Church, at the when Lincoln University at her senior year at Lincoln next uation
mt
will help the com- "Under his leadership, Le- sity, will present a citation to
11 a.m. service.
Moyne-Owen College has grown Dr. Price on behalf of MemLincoln, Pa. was closed s u d- year.
Other activities of the school denly.
Attorney Reuben V Ander- steadily and provided quality phis State University, Siena,
Among the activities which
during the week will be the anAs Lincoln students were pre- took place on the campus, she son, one of two black lawyers education for thous an d s of Southwestern a n d Christian
nual school closing program on paring to involve other stuOzpts
said, following the murder of on the five-member commission, Memphians who h ave served Brothers Colleges.
Miss Elizabeth L. Hayes of YWCA and the Universit Wednesday, May 27, at 8 p.m.,
across the nation in their pro- six blacks at Augusta. Ga. were said the commission took testi- here and throughout the coun- Michael Exum, president of
1864 Edwards, daughter of the Home Improvement Club.
and the kindergarten exercises test, acting president Bernard
the establishment of an Augus- mony Saturday from the c o l- try with distinction in the vari- the LeMoyne-Owen Student Govlate Mr. and Mrs. George
on Sunday, May 31, at 5 p.m. Harelston said there was t o o
ta Fund to send money to the iege president, city police of- ous a reas of the community ernment, and the S. G. v ic e
Hayes, succumbed at the HutAll activities will be held in much tension on the campus,
families of persons killed in the ficers and witnesses to the showing responsibility and in- president, Mrs. Deborah Harzel Hospital in Detroit, Mich.,
the main auditorium of t h e and students were given s i x
terest.
mon Hines, will represent the
Georgia city, the sending of campus violence.
on April 20.
church at 685 E. Mallory.
hours to leave.
The
,
"Dr. Price has demonstrated student body.
commission
recessed
its
representatives
from
Lincoln to
Funeral services were h e 1 d
Those who were unable to get Washington. and an all-night investigation Sunday and sched- the ability to work sensitively Acting as honor guards will
on April 25 at the Messiah Bapall of their belongings together vigil in memory of the victims. uled interviews of Jackson and productively with his stu- be the Carver High School Catist Church there with burial in
in the short space of time were She said that students at the State administrators, teachers dents and the divergent groups det and Sponsors ROTC d till
the Westlawn Cemetery. Stintold that they could come back integrated Pennsylvania school and students Monday along thr oughout this city,' the teams. The colors will be postson Funeral Home of Detroit
to the campus on May 23 and had contacted students at with newsmen who were in the spokesman added.
ed by the Central High School
was in charge.
get the rest of their personal Paine College at Augusta
to area at the time of the shoot- Among t h os e scheduled to ROTC Color Guard. Members
She is survived by five brotheffects.
ing. Davis ordered the commit- participate in the program are of Les Jeunes Filles Club will
see what could be done.
ers, one sister, and other relatee
to deliver a report 10 days Jesse H. Turner, executive vice act as ushers.
students
who
had
Among
the
"We,
as
black
students,
tives and friends.
The Willing Workers Club to vacate the college on short should start doing something," from Friday on the "full and president of the 'Tri-State Bank Tickets for the dinner may
Miss Hayes was a graduate
will hold its regular monthly notice was Miss Mary Cross of Miss Cross said. "If we don't complete facts surrounding the of Memphis: George Houston, be obtained from Major George
of Woodstock High School and
meeting on Wednesday, May 2881 Princeton, a 1967 graduate do something while we are, in occurrence at Jackson State president of the Memph is Robinson at 323-8311, Extension
received her bachelor of arts
Chamber of Commerce; Edgar 214, and at. 948-3531; and from
27, in the home of Mrs. R o y of Lester High School, who is college, what will we do when College."
degree from Lane College in
Davis said city police refused Bailey, president of the Mem- Willie Miles by calling 743-7108.
Robinson of 1472 Davis at. start- one of the co-eds on what used we get out?"
Jackson, Tenn.
Miss Cross said that the to testify before the commis- phis Board of Education; Elder Tables for eight may be reto be an all-male university.
ing at 8 p.m.
She was a dedicated tcachMiss Cross said that the stu- Black Liberation flag was fly- sion until they were told the Blair 'T. Hunt, pastor of Mis- served by organizations or inImportant business will be
er of the Shelby County schools
discussed, and all members are dents there were trying In get ing at half mast when students commission had no legal pow- sissippi Blvd. Christian Church. dividuals as long as they are
for 31 years and was a teacher
Dr. Harelston to organize presi- vacated the campus at Lincoln ers. The commission, lacking and Dr. Walter Gibson. bead of available
asked to be present.
of the fourth grade at ShadowMrs. Clara Dailey is presi- dents from black colleges and University, and that the United subpoena power, is to deliver the biology department of Le- All proceeds from the dinner
lawn School.
will go to the LeMoyne-0 we
dent, and Mrs Martha Boyd, have them meet with President States flag had been pulled its report to Davis, who h a Moyne-Owen College
Miss Hayes was a member of
Nixon regarding the matter in down
, promised to make it public
Dr Cecil Humphreys, presi- College Building Fund.
11188 ELIZABETH HAYES reporter
Vollentine Baptist Church, the

Barbers Local
734 To Sponsor
A Style Show

AKAs Present Scholarships

Worth $2,000 To Graduates Here

1

Murder Of Blacks Bring
On No Demonstrations

Jackson, Augusta
Calm In Death Wake

Community Service
To Bring Recognition

Eighth Graders
Will Receive
The Diplomas

Plans For Nation-Wide
Protest Closes Lincoln

Retired Shelby Teacher
Is Buried In Detroit

Willing Workers
Will Meet May 21
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Wisconsin Students Get
Black Thing' Together

NATIONAL
By Diggs Datrooth
WASHINGTON — The old burg is still reeling
from the pointed advice the
senior minister of AU
Souls Unitarian Church gave his congregation
last
week in commenting on the new
District crime bill.
The proposed bill, which has met
opposition, provides
a no-knock provision if police
feel that evidence is
likely to be destroyed. The minister, the
Rev. David
Eaton told his church if anyone breaks into
your
home without a warrant "shoot him " . . . Secretary
of Transportation Volpe's freeze in funds
for the District's transit system until they comply with racial
hiring problems is causing the system no end of jitters. Volpe, a no-nonsense cabinet officer on this question, is insisting on compliance with Labor Dept.'s
guidelines on employment. Black groups across the
country should pay particular attention to this man.
He's doing his job . . . Sargent Shriver has found
a way to swing with the college punches. After getting
a going over at Morgan State in Baltimore, the governorship aspirant, said the hard questions reflected
a "healthy skepticism."

WOMEN MOURN IN WASHINGTON
A group, calling itself "Women Mourn on
Mother's Day," leaves a makeshift coffin
filled with flowers at a White House gate-.
The group from Illinois is mourning "the
death of young people at Kent State University, the sacrifice of our youth in Vietnam
and the alienation and frustration of young

people across the nation." From left are,
Mrs, Raquel Marquez DeFrankel, Nash.,
D. C.: Mrs, William Powers, Vl'innetka;
Nirs. Edward Cruzat, Chicago; Mrs. Howard
Conant, Glenview, DI.; Mrs. James Brem•
mer, (.lencoe: and Mrs. Robert Cleland,
chairman, Wilmette. (UPI Telephoto)

MADISON — ''Black Students wide range of subjects.
man, Milwaukee, leader of the
and the Black Community" is They include: Revs. Kwazi'Republic of New Africa; and
the theme of a lecture series{ Benefee, minister of the Episco- Gwendolyn Woods of Washingco-sponsored by University ofl pal Church of Milwaukee, and ton, D. C., president
of the NaWisconsin's Afro-American and Leo Bridges of the Milwaukee tional Association of Black
StuRace Relations Center and the Epworth
Methodist Church; dents,
Wisconsin
Establishment
of Milton Williams, Milwaukee,
Rev. Benefee talked on "The
Black Students, this week.
leader of the Wisconsin Estab- Need
for Black-Controlled Scho
lishment of Black Students; May
13, while Bridges will talk
The program brought to the
Louis Beauchamp, director of on "The
Relevance of Black
Madison campus a number of Milwaukee's Concentrated
Emleaders who are speaking on a ployment Program; Tom Nor- Churches to the Black Community" on May 15.
"The Need for Black People
in North America to Control
Their Own Destiny" is the subject of a lecture by Norman
on May 11, and "Relevancy of
the Poverty Program to Black
Students" was discussed by
Beauchamp.

Area 61 Competes
In British Event

NORFOLK, England and night flights using celestial
— Senior M aster Sargeant navigation. Flying over preCharles L. Reynolds, son of viously unannounced routes and
Mr. and Mrs. Esco Reynolds, carrying no weapons, the
6554 S. Stewart Ave., Chicago, crews will be scored by elecis a member of'the Strategic tronic devices with impact
Air Command (SAC) element points determined by radio and .1grrim,e7t.
sAY010,-Kiese,rami.--participating in
Royal
Air radar signals.
Force Strike Command Bomb.! It marks the fourth time
INSIDE STUFF: There is a move afoot in the
ing and Navigation Competion SAC crews have participated
now underway in England.
Senate to emasculate the Civil Rights Commission. It
in the RAF competition SerSergeant Reynolds is an air- geant Reynolds is assigned to
has been given little notice but there is already a resocraft maintenance superinten- the 379th Bomb Wing at Wurtlution drawn which would strip the Commission of its
dent on the ground team sup- smith AFB, Mich
essential powers. It will have bi-partisan support from
;porting SAC aircrews who are He graduated in 1954 from
the conservative wings of both parties. . . The ab- CINCINNATI —The area of! ness. professional, and religil counselors which conducts ra- ioperating four B-52 Stratofor- Crane Technical High School
tress bombers out of Marham and attended Central Michigan
sence of violence at the Black Panther New Haven blac.-white- relations will be ex- ous organizations will attend cial confrontation groups.
Participants will be divided RAF Station at Norfolk during University in Mount Pleasant
, plored in a three-day human the interracial session.
rally was due to the internal vigilance of the Pan- relations workshop, May 15-17, "The workshop is designed into groups, with a black and the nine-day meet.
and Eastern Washington State
a white leader for each group. The SAC teams are compet- University in Spokane. The
thers, themselves. The group, cognizant of the anti. at the Mercy Montessori Cen- , for blacks and whites who wish
Panther feeling among the gendarmes. decided that ter, 2335 Grandview ave. here. to communicate more effec- Scheduled leaders include, in ing with RAF crews flying sergeant has completed a year
The workshop is one of sev- tively across racial lines," Dr. addition to Brown, UC faculty Vulcan and Victor aircraft of duty in Vietnam.
they would not provide an excuse for a "legitimate" eral held throughout the year Sh4herd said.
members Paul Henry, coordi- during stringent tests of stimu- His wife, Dottie, is the diuighnator of community a f f airs lated daytime radar bombing ter of Clayton Thomas, 1501 S.
massacre . . . Members of the National Bankers As- by the University of Cincinnati Leader of the May session
Human
Relations
Institute, will be Ronald B. Brown, direc- and assistant professor of com- runs at high and low altitudes Drake, Chicago.
sociation were behind the decision of the Post Office
munity planning. Leonard
:Dr. Clovis Shepherd. HRI di- tor of training for Pacific
Department to place some $70 million in black banks!rector and professor of sociolo- Training Associates, a San
Oseas, director, Community
Psychology Institute, and proaround the country'. The Department will place be_gy at UC, said that represen- Franciseo-based group ,)f psyfessor of psychology; and W.
psychologists, and
f
'
,
d•
bu
•
chiatrists,
•
tween $225.000 and $250.000 a day nationwide in 25 fiBrendan Reddy, senior counsenancial institutions. Each bank will get between $3.500
lor and assistant professor of
PeourviPon'end Metrwolor
psychology.
and $45,000 per day in deposits. The NBA executive,
Session information is availEd Irons intends to monitor every dime.
able at the HRI office, phone
I—EA -FRE
BI,c
475-3023.
WE SHALL OVERCOME: Tenants of public housNASHVILLE — A Nashvilliansaid the President was pleased :
The Human Relations Insti-!recently was commended bylto learn that the neighborhood:
ing alert: The Capital Housing Authority has reductute specializes in developing :President Nixon for his con-lhealth center at Meharry had SAC) MAT NO. 115 —
55 tit\LS
ed the rents in the District's housing projects to $10
academic, research, and train- tributions to medical services: been named for Dr. Walker
ing programs in the areas of for people in Teanessee and -in recognition of your exto $11 per month. The rent reductions will be based
.PSsensitivity training, experience- Mississippi,
cellent service and your efforts:
upon a 25 per cent of income scale. It will affect 3000
based learning, and organiza- Dr. Matthew Walker, chair- to establish the center at MeWashington families now living in public housing DEL MAR. Calif. — Some- -white" start out with $1,o00.tion change and development. man of the Department of Sur-:harry."
'A . A fkOlili
,
EftllifF`
hof what it's like to go 000. players playing "b 1 a c
The Institute provides train- gery at Meharry Medical Col-:
.. Adam Clayton Powell, the self-styled old man of
Walker
was
the
prime
mover,
through
ce
ad fdoecrkc tes deotno
yugwith ifae stbaecin
.‘
stiactrtr eocutv eisriththejvustean$110,0C0
ing and consultation services to lege, last week received 4 let-;.
bu
the sea, has promised to keep the faith, but "spread
local business, educational ci- ter from President Ni x on ;in securing Office of Economc!
i
it gently." Adam made the statement while address- veyed in a new board g a m e choice property but only inY
vic, and religious groups and : which said, ". . . I want 1.) Opportunity funds to operatei
I
titled -Blacks and Whites." ' ghettos and integrated zones on conducts workshops through- icommend you for
your excep-i the neighborhood health center!
ing a student rally out in Kansas City. Missouri. Adam
"The game is a spoof on the the board.
out the year,
PANAVISION rid NE1VCG:0;
Itional work
The letter also at 16th Ave
ean be ever so gentle. His speaking engagements are:artificialities of a racist tradi-'
1 The game first appeared in
keeping the cash flowing and with meaning . . . Cam::tion (in America).': says David the
issue of Psychology
Today Today magazine, a publication
Psychologyy
pus radicals have attempted to entice militant blacksof
Popoff.magazine
ga mee..
stresses involvement of
by adding "Free Bobby Seale" to their rhetoric about sible for the "
in its pres. its readers in contemporary soCambodia. Some few have joined the movement, btaient form.
: cial issues. It is now be i n
by and large the Brother has been so preoccupied In "Blacks and W h it e s." brought out in regular box forwhite p I a y e r s can p1 a y mat by Psychology To d a y
with his own bag, he hasn't turned his head much to- -blacks- and vice versa. The'Games of Del Mar, Calif.,
92014,
ward the New Left, The White House is still chewing board game differs from such!for $6.95.
(without salt) those Pentagon words "Bums on cam- traditional games as "Monopoil The idiom of the game is a
lv" in that its objects are not'familiar one. A sense of reality
pus."
property and money but to in- is given to the game by such
MORE INSIDE STUFF: Some high level blacks struct white players taking the property titles as "Wayward
in the Nixon administration are fighting valiantly to black role in how difficult such Bus Line," the "Occasional
commodities are to come by. Rapid Transit," "Levittown,
save their party's face among the nation's minorities. Whereas players playin "Woodlawn."
They are constantly reminding high level brass that

DAISY

NOW SHOWING II

Cincinnati Confab To
Explore Race Relations

Nashville Medic
Lauded By Nixon

k _Warne To
ow RealTruth

the GOP can hold its "Southern Strategy" while still
doing something for America's largest minority. Some,
have been listening, but there is a hard cold bloc MIELJ
in the inner circle of the White House that is reeking (g

ha‘oc with the messages that should get to the top
man . . . When Jim Farmer's brother died. the
Farmer was an engineer at the D. C. Naval Research
Laboratory. The men are the sons of a minister . . .

LigIgialEMigiVrEN) •

E
E
E BEAT THE SUMMER RUSH ON JOBS
The only Black-owned and operated
employment agency in the Mod-South

'

TALENT
SEARCH
G
ASSOCIATES E

Long time Masonic leader, 82-year-old Edward Thom35-45 wpm $300 @ month,
Clerk Typist
as Poole died last week in Freedman's Hospital OE
company teaches, trains and let's you select de•
cancer . . . The Virginia Education Association has
partment.
named J. Shirley Gus to a position on its executive
• Will be
staff. Gus was a principal in the Bowling Green eleFinancial Management Trainee
mentary school . . . At least five fathers went to jail,
trained in all phases of Financial Management,
some for ten days, in a new crack down on truancy
Relations and General Office procedures,
Public
loss shook the former director of CORE. Nathaniel
Business Administration or Finance prein
Degree
in the Prince William County public schools . . . Don't a
ferred. Salary open.
expect that Impeach Nixon drive to get to first base. a
Degree in Accounting and
Cost Accountant
The American public will never become that enraged
one year experience in Manufacturing Accounting.
over a presidential decision.
No experience necessary,
Credit Investigator
RIGHT ON: There are a whole lot of stories cirschool graduate. $300high
company will train
culating about the Cambodia situation, but the White
325.00 ® month.
House is relying strongly on the Monsoons and other

Ct

a
a
a

a

A Southern
town turns into
a time-bomb!

Jim Brown • George Kennedy
Fredric March

tie of
a kind.

E

g

3

Company will 2
College Dropout in Chemistry
Excellent
college.
finish
expenses
to
education
pay
$500.00.
salary
starting
benefits,
fringe
50 wpm typing skill,.40 wpm E
Secretary
ton . . . When the DNC (Democratic National Commitcompany needs you, $350 g
progressiie
shorthand,
it
division,
had
longHg
minorities
li
its
out
phased
tee)
officials
black
elected
The
mind.
top
plans
in
month.
range
@
Ani shift avail7
nationally and locally had better start asking the hard
Maintenance Medianicsquestions about the plan .
ablerimmediate openings, National Compar y merit g
increases weekend and holidays off. Salary.open.

natural phenomena to bail us out by summer . . . One
of the reasons Bob Brown is leaving the White Houset
is Mrs. Brown. She never quite got used to Washing-

•••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
LEARN
•
•
•
• IBM KEYPUNCH •
•
Learn IBM Keypunch in Just Three Weeks. Low•
•Tuition - Financing Arranged. Full Diploma and•
•Free Job Placement Upon Completion of Course.•
Come by 1428 Michigan Avenue in Ebony In0
•dustrial Center or Call 774-3740.
Classes
Offered.
•Day and Evening

No other distiller makes
his whiskey the same way we
make Seagram's 7 Crown.
So no other whiskey has the
same smooth taste.
Or the same consistently
fine quality. And guess what.
No other brand of whiskey
is asked for as often as 7 Crown.
It figures,doesn't it?

Part or full time. Messenger Clerks
neaotiable g
Sales Management Trainee •. .
ground floor opportunity, Multi-plant operations.
Degree in any major01.,$625.00.

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

0

TALENT
SEARCH
ASSOCIATES
0 EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY
•
•

•
0

DATA MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
INSTITUTE
1428 Michigan Ave.

0

A1411•••••••••••••••••••
•

Talent Search Associates Client Companies are all Equal Opportunity Employers. "Quality People for Quality
Jobs." For the professional and confidential placement service, Call
525-0274/75.

Say Seagram's and
Be Sure-

)

Is@

SeagrarriOlstflleroCti., ri.Y.C. Blended
Whiskey86 Prof.65% Grain Neutral SpIritt
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Coca-Cola Announces
Scholarship Program

TEACHING TEACHERS — Nat D. Williams, long-time
booker T. Washington High School Social Studies teacher,
Booker T. Washington High School Social Studies teacher,
addressed a seminar for interne teachers at Caldwell Elementary School last week. Mrs. Bobbie Walker,
supervisor
of
the
Tea cher Corps
interne
Team at Caldwell, sponsored his appearance. Shown

college education. Each
ATLANTA — Coca-Cola USA a
this week announced plans for student nominated i s eligible
its fourth annual scholarship for the complete NSSFN set
program. The program, con- of services, including their
ducted jointly with several supplementary scholarship pronational civic and service gram as well as aid through
organizations, provides a total the program of The Coca-Cola
of 10 scholarships annually to Company.
deserving students.
In commenting on Coca-Cola
The program will be adminis- USA's particiipating in the
tered by the National scholarship program with the
Scholarship Service and Fund various national organizations
for Negro Students, head- and their chapters, Kelvin
quartered in
New
York. A. Wall, Vice President and
Applications for the 1971-72 Manager of the Market Deawards are being accepted velopment Department, Cocanow through October 1, 1970 Cola USA stated that the
by the local chapters o f purpose of the program was
the participating organizations. to provide needed funds for
Each scholarship is valued at deserving young people w h o
$1,500.
could not otherwise afford to
The
company's
scholarship begin a college education."
aid program is designed to The development of proprovide not only a measure grams to aid the nation's
of financial help to young peo- citizens and their communities
ple, but also to provide means has been a prominent part of
of assisting several national or- the activities of The Coca-Cola
ganizations who already main- Company for many years.
tain educational programs. The This interest has led to sponorganizations participating with sorship of numerous youth PRETTIEST HAT — Mrs. Jessie Boyle won a prize for apthe soft drink firm are: ALPHA programs, sports events, and
pearing at Breakfast For Milady with what judges there
PHI FRATERNITY, ELKS physical fitness activities, as agreed was the prettiest hat. The affair was held in the
Continental Ballroom of the Sheraton-Peabody Hotel.
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF well as educational aid.
NATIONAL MEDICAL A S All groups participating in
SOCIATION,
NATIONAL
the Crusade or Youth Workshop
NEWSPAPER
PUBLISHERS
are requested to select a winASSOCIATION, OMEGA PSII
ner based on your judgment
PHI F R A TERNITY,
of their contribution to the
SHRINERS (A.E.A.O.N.M.S7
-Back to Church School" CruInterested high school stuParticipation,
dents should contact the local Be it known that I, Mrs. auxiliaries and all people of sade, Youth
chapters of these organizations Nettie B. Rogers, do herby the world to observe National Church School Day by way
of attendance and encouragfor applications.
and now kindly request the Church School Day and the ing others to attend. Further,
During the spring and sum- honor of all people to:
first week in June as National select one item made in your
mer, each chapter of the Observe the first Sunday
Vacation Bible School Week. Vacation Bible School or workparticipating
groups selects in June as National Church
We believe that if we can shop for display for judging in
one or
more high school School Day each year. All
get the people out of the homes. competition with others. Twelve
juniors a n d
submit theit
off the street and everywhere of the best will be selected
people observe the follownames to the NSSFNS (a wide. ing week as National Vain the world back into the by the judges and a wards
1y
recognized
educational
cation Bible School Week. church and into the hands of given. Many other prizes, will
organization
dedicated
t o Observe open house some- the ministers, then we can
be presented. The youth, one
providing counsel and finan- time during the month of
begin to solve many of today's male and one female bringcial help to deserving college
June wherever the school problems.
ing the largest number of
heopfuls throughout the na- is held for the exhibition
Help us reach the unreach- persons to the program will
tion) which
provides the of the things made during
ed, touch the untouchable, and be crowned Mister
and Miss
service of a screening agent. Vacation Bible School. This
help the whole man now.
Memphis Inter-DenoThe
winning
student is should be done at your Enlist, engage, encourage and Youth
minational Fellowship, Incorgranted the award on the
convenience during t h e develop the great talent and porated and will reign for one
basis of his or her college
service
of
our
youth.
Bridge (1) year. The youth who brings
month of June.
board exams, leadership
We solicite the cooperation the generation gap, get involv- the largest number of persons
qualities and desire to pursue
of all churches, places of wor- ed with dedication, devotion, during the
Vacation Bible
ship, c I u bs, organizations, love, u n d erstanding. com- School Week will receive a
munication and prayer. This
will eliminate crimes, adult trophy.

from left to right are: Mrs. Mardest Van Hook, Mrs.
Cherie Davis, Mr. Pat Wright, Mr. Dave Bond, administrative assistant at Caldwell, Nat Williams, Mr. Benny
Batts, Caldwell principal, Mrs. Walker, seminar sponsor
and Mrs. Rosie Powers, a student teacher. (McChriston
Photo)

ch

Nat Williams Speaks
At Teacher Seminar

urch School Day And

A VBS Week Requested

Veteran
M e mphis
public establishment of rapport with
school teacher, Nat D. Williams, students by the student teacher;
was the featured speaker at a establishment of rapport beseminar of interne teachers at tween the supervising teacher
Caldwell Elementary
School and the student teacher; Emphasizing to the student teacher
last week.
Mrs. Bobbie Walker and the how to make the course being
Teacher Corps Team at Cald- taught relevant to the mterets
well sponsored Mr. Williams at and backgrounds of the stuthe weekly meeting. The inte- dents; and emphasis on undergrated Teaching Corps is under standing the children taught as
LONG DISTANCE CONSOLES — Cayce Pentecost, chairthe over-all supervision of Prin- individuals.
man of the Tennessee Public Service Commission,
cipal Benny Batts and his ad- Mr. Williams also emphasized
watches Memphis long distance operators, Mrs. Norma
ministrative
assistant, Dave the need for teacher-training
Bond. The memberss of the programs to be geared to mak- Beasley, left, and Mrs. Irene Reddick, train at the new
team are Mrs. Mardest Van ing today's teachers specialists long distance consoles during his recent visit. The consoles
are scheduled for service this summer.
Hook, Mrs. Cherie Davis, Pat in e d ucation
and
human
Wright, and Mrs. Rosie Powers. relations. He placed emphasis —
Mr. Williams based his re- on the suggestion that all
marks around the role of the teachers, — regular and stustudent teacher in today's dent — read a nationally best
school situation.
seller book on public education
He prefaced his comments — "Death At An Early Age" —
with an evaluation of the cur- as a -must" for the preparation
rent unrest on school and col- of today's and tomorrow's
lege campuses. And emphasized teachers in the area of interthe importance of a realistic group and inter-cultural sensiflat-footed. The time is now tivity.
here when some positive steps Mrs. Walker, director of the
should be taken in the direc- Teacher Corps Team, climaxed
tion of "selling" the Ameri- the seminar with the observacan Experiment t o future tion that other veteran Memphis
Americans on a basis that will Public school teachers will
make sense and lead them to
participate in similar programs
accept the principles of demoto
help prepare the intenies at
cracy."
In the seminar discussion four Caldwell School for their promajor points were stressed: fessional careers.

t

and juvenile delinquency, illegitimacy
when ever and
wherever it is possible bring
love, world peace, harmony
unity and a better understanding to the world today.

IRONSTONE
DINNERWARE

BACK ON CAMPUS — Miss
Priscilla Hayes, a sophomore
at LeMoyne-Owen College, returned to the city Sunday from
New York where she went to
accept the $300 first prize
check for her winning short
story. The national contest was
sponsored by Reader's Digest
' and the United Negro College
Fund.

g
by Joe Black

How desperate, how ignorant, how lacking
animal intelligence and self control
basic
in
must people be, to take drugs they know have
already destroyed the minds and bodies of thousands of users. Most explanations I've heard
suggest that many of our young people start taking drugs to be "in"...to be "with it"...to be
"part of the scene." They defy the warnings of
medical men. They laugh and label as "establishment" or "squares" anyone who points out
even the most obvious dangers. I have little to
add to what has already been said by some of
the foremost medical researchers throughout
the world. But I do have one thought that I
believe is worth mentioning. It's this:
One day, a year, five, ten or twenty years
from now, if you're lucky enough to make it,
you'll marry, settle down and have children.
You'll look like any normal man or woman. But
it's entirely possible that your genes, those elements of germ plasm that transmit hereditary
characters, will have already been affected by
drugs taken years before. Medical science is not
sure what effect some drugs now being taken
will have on generations to come. What will
you be wheeling around in your carriage, little
mother?

_Tee8lack
vice President
The Greyhound Corporation

2
3

We will make this an annual
program to be held the last
Monday
evening
in
June,
culminating all such youth
activities.

Academic GOWN
I Choir Robes, Pulpit,
and Accessories

engliik swirl

Is it possible that human beings are slowly
losing their instinct for survival and self preservation? It is conceivable that young men and
women are losing, or have already lost their capacity to reason, even when their lives and the
lives of their children-to-be are concerned? It
certainly seems that way as they continue to
smoke, ingest and inject themselves with every
kind of drug they can get their hands on.

A

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
. For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

B H

248 Vance Ave.

SA 7-9320

M•rmaliis. Teeorsse•
'YOUR Cowpony Masi What Yon Ask for And
Creates What You Think or

,

INQUIRIES INVITED
LAND IN BEALE STREET
AREA TO BE OFFERED

and
COMMERCIAL
CHOICE RESIDENTIAL
SITESTENN.
IN BEALE
URBAN RENEWAL AREA,PROJECT
R-77STREET

...1444411

NOW
YOUR CHOICE

9

NO ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
NECESSARY
DINNER PLATE
CUP
SAUCER
BREAD & BUTTER PLATE
FRUIT! DESSERT DISH

,
.Sites available to adjoin Federally designited National Historic Landmark Area. land
to be offered on east end of Central Business District and is bounded on the north by
Beale Street, on the west by Fourth Street. on the south by Linden Avenue and on the
east by Danny Thomas Boulevard. A small section south of Linden Avenue between
Fourth Street and Turley Street also will be included.

0.144190

This area considered choice for residential developments, including high-rise, duplexes,
• and townhouses. Some commerical property also is offered l in the area.

e,ach

Plats may be inspected and discwffled at 700 Adams Avenue. Memphis, Tennessee,
Monday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. .to 4:30 P.M.

MAIL INQUIRIES PROMPTLY ANSWERED.

Complete your set now
while the supply lasts!

MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
700 Adams Avenue
Telephone 526-6841

Post Office Box 68
Memphis, Tennessee 38101
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Glenview 'Y' Launches
Its Membership Drive

Offer Manassas Girl

$23,000 Scholarships

The Glen‘iew YMCA has are asked to participate.
launched its third annual mem.! The YMCA's programs are
Miss Linnie M. Reed, a stubership campaign, and all per- designed to help both men and
dent at Manassas High School,
sons interested in the develop- women, boys and girls, The
has been offered many scholarment of youth and providing membership campaign will run
ships from across the nation
wider opportunities for them through May 27.
totaling over $23,000. One scholAmong the variety of proarship in particular, is that
grams offered by the Glenview
from Firestone which is worth
Branch of the YMCA are softup to 81,750 per year toward
ball and basketball leagues
tuition, fees, required textbooks
onysical fitness programs and
and up to two-thirds of t h e
a boxing program for boys.
room and board expenses durThe branch also has a swiming four years of college.
ming team which annually comMiss Reed plans on using this
petes in the Memphis YMCA
scholarship to attend, hopefully,
he
Glenview
Branch
CAMPAIGN
of
Standing,
WORKERS
same
Mr.
order,
are
— The
Jenkins, Clifton SatterSwim Conference.
Yale University in New Haven,
YMCA is currently in a drive for memberships, and Morfield, Mrs. Thomas Evans, Frank P. Whatley, Mrs. CarConnecticut.
Social recreation for members
ris Jenkins, executive director of the branch, is shown
Scott, Moyse Jones, Mrs. Henrene Jenkins, T. J. Toney,
rie
include the Glenview
YMCA
Other colleges which Miss
Miss Ada Ateman, Ben Gunter, Miss Janice Greer and
Film Festival, trips and outings, meeting with workers. Seated from left are Mrs. ThelReed received offers from are
(Withers
Warr,
Cobb,
Matthews.
Charlie
Charles
Mrs.
Sartor,
ma
Photo)
Leo
Mrs.
Maude
teen hops and coke-and joke
LeMoyne (Syracuse, New York)
Walton, Mrs. Merthia Brown and Mrs. Milton J. Brinkley.
hours, bumper pool, ping-pong
Earlham, Lamburth, Elmhurst,
and other indoor and outdoorl
Vanderbilt, and Beloit.
games.
She will graduate as valedicLINNIE REED
torian out of a class of about
k The adult program includes
250 and will take a pre-medimorning and evening slimnastie
cal course in college. She was dents who were all prospecclasses for women, morning and
voted "Miss Brains" in this tive seniors. Prior to her years
••
evening jogging groups for men
Call or See
year's "Who's Who!" At school in junior high, she was Cham—"Run For Your Life" — coshe is president of the Nation- pion Speller for Chicago Park
ed volleyball, basketball, table
al Honor Society, president of School and Manassas.
tennis and bridge.
the Future Teachers of Ameri- Miss Reed has received many
A massive campaign to get "If we can do as well, or
outstanding awards from MaCampaign wOrkers will be summer jobs for young people
The Memphis City Schools ca, battalion commander of an nassas and was one of the fi•-• soliciting sustaining membershi is being launched by the better this year the entire
ROTC
sponsor
unit,
and
is
also
will sponsor an intensive course
state will be the beneficiary."
ship contributions of $25
nalists of the 1967 Merchant
or Tennessee
Department
of
Bud Davis
in Key-Punch this summer at editor of the school paper.
more, which are tax deductible, Employment Security, Mrs. Mrs. Burson said that the
Marine essay contest. She was
She
is
also
a
the Adult Education Center,
member of Ad- presented her award f r o in
Chmolet Co.
in an effort to reach the IPA Leo R. Burson, department Employment Security DepartEast Branch, 4911 Sanderlin visory Committee, Latin Club, Firestone on May 15 at the
361 Union Ave.
for the year.
administrator, announced this ment will support all civi(
Road. The course will be taught French Club, Varsity Scholar- plant at 4:00 p.m.
Sustaining
contributions give
527-4471
two hours a day Monday ship Team, and is a teenage She is a member of St.
groups and community organi
week.
persons an opportunity to supthrough Friday. Each day will reporter on WDIA.
James A. M. E. Church pastorport his belief in the importance "Last summer we secured rations that are interested in
be divided into the following Miss Reed majors in science ed by the Rev. H. L. Starks,
of the programs of the Young jobs for more than 15,000 solving j o b
problems o f
sections 8:30 - 10:30 1st class, and minors in math and social and is a member of the teen
Men's Christian Association.
students." Mrs. Burson said. Tennessee's young people.
11:00 - 1:00 2nd class, and studies. She has maintained an choir, the Senior High Suunday
1:30 - 3:30 3rd class. Session A average since entering high School Class, and the Richard
Representatives of 1 o c a 1
I will begin June 15 and end school. In 1967, when only in Allen Youth Council.
offices are available to go beJuly 17. Session II begins the ninth grade, she was chosen She is the daughter of Mr.
fore organizations to discuss
July 20 and ends August 18. to participate in a seminar at and Mrs. R. C. Haynes of 1283
the jobs-for-youth campaign KING OF EMMANUE
L — Students may register for the LeMoyne College (now Lie- Breedlove, and Mr. and Mrs.
and to explain how Employ- Little Moreco H. Stewart, nine- class time they perfer, how- Moyne-Owen) with other stu- Willie Reed of 1609 Boxwood.
ment Security staff can help month-old son of Mr. and Mrs. ever, each class will consist of
Kenneth Stewart of 2854 Shady only 15 students.
employers find the
young
Baked In M•mphis by Aternphions
Oak, was crowned king of Em- Jerry D. Smothers, Assistant
applicants they
.....rushed rushed daily to your big
need for manuel Baptist Church recent. Director of the Adult Education
Hogue S. Knott super/II:trite for
special jobs, she
advised. ly. He was sponsored by Mrs. Center tells us the Board is
max
fr•shness.
"Boys and girls started filing Velma Reedus. The Rev. W. E. offering this course because
job applications at Employ- Ragsdale is the minister.
Key-Punch is used in all Data
ment Security offices during
Processing installations and
Pique & Knott.
the Easter holidays and thouthere is a continuing demand
sands more will crowd into
Hamburger
for qualified Key-Punch opera.
the offices when schools close:
tors.
.or Hot Dog
for summer," Mrs. Burson
#
The course will cost $20.00.
said.
Interested students should call
the Adult Education Center,
Some young people, including
East Branch, 684-4846 for furcollege students, will be Minting
ther information.
vacation jobs to gain work
experience and to earn money
to return to school this fall.
Others will be young graduates
8 to
who will be hunting work that
will lead to career jobs.
pkg.
Pointing out that Governor
Buford Ellington has designat
ed May and June as "Youth
Opportunity Months" to encourage the employment of
young people, Mrs. Burson
said that Governor Ellington
has made funds available to
hire a number of college and
university students to work
In Employment Security QUEEN OF EMMANUEL
offices this summer. "The Miss Gilds Gant, daughter of
students will help other young Mr.and Mrs. Jimmie Gaant of
people who are trying to find 247 Veal, was crowned queen
work," she asserted.
of Emmanuel Baptist Church REVIVAL SPEAKER — EvanU.S.O.A. HEAVY CHOICE
In a plea to employers to La a contest held there recent. gelist Sam White will
be the
hire young applicants this ly. A member of the Youth featured speaker for a
revival
CENTER CUT CHUCK
summer, Mrs. Burson said, Choir, she attends Riverview to be held May 17.23 at
Solo"Young people can fill in for Junior High School where she mon Temple at tom
Woodlawn
vacationing regulars, help fill is a member of the National beginning at 7:30
nightly. The
rush orders, do routine office Honor Society. Mrs. Velma public is invited to bear
him.
chores, or perform the hun- Reedits was the sponsor. The The Rev. Willie Green will
be
dreds of other jobs that busi- Rev. W. E. Ragsdale is the host minister. (Hunt &
LB
Gordon
nessmen need to have done." abridger.
Photo)
CUBE 20/ 48 to the BOX each

BUY BONDS

Need a

Summer Jobs Needed
For 15,000Students

New or Used

GENE HENDRIX
527-4471

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis

City Schools
Offer Course
In Key-Punch

I

BlitiS

27(
BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS Hiozzit= 274

BEEF
STEAKS

6

BEEF
ROAST

HOGUE & KNOTT

PURE PORK
SAUSAGE

di L B

1/4 PORK LOIN
CENTERS &
ENDS

cQ

6
59,

OLDEST MOTHER — Receiving the pirze as the "oldest
mother" present at Breakfast For Milady was Mrs. Erskine Grant. Seen with her is Mr. Grant.
•

LB.

BLUE PLATE

GRAPE JELLY

33c

GOLDEN

UE
FiElaIN ''°'
DUMPLINGS

CREAM
STYLE

18 oz. JAR

49

GREENS
BUNCH

CORN

16' ol
LAN

(MON 20 or. POLY gAG
HOM—MAID

BUTTERMILK
BISCUITS

5

LONG & GREEN

1n

5 count

FRESH CUT

CHICKEN
0110,,,15 BREtSTS

PEAS &
CARROTS

25-

HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

OUBON

BUTTER
, BEANS

I INP

THRIFTY PACK

29

STOKELEY'S FINEST

LB.45

SOLID

HELD
PEAS

1", lh
POLY
BAG

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK

SEE
TOMMY
GRANT

TEENIE WEENIE

3384 N. THOMAS

(If he can't he doesn't
deservo your business)
H•r• is one of th• outstandingoutomels ile salesmen
in th• Memphis ar•a. Naturally, he's at Union
Ch•v.
r014111. Tommy Grant is ready
to show you on
ing selection of fin• n•w and used cars andoutstandtrucks.
H. con be of great h•lp in assisting and advising
you on financing. S•• Tommy Grant... Make a No. 1
Buy on Ainerico's No. 1 Car
Chevrolet ot Union.

Theluckofthe Scotch.

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD

So smooth-world's best selling Scotch

33t2 SUMMER

1578 LAMAR

SIENDID SCOTCH

Open Sundays for for Your Shopping Convenience 9 A M

k

to 1P

WHISKY. 86.8 PROOF. IMPORTED BY SOMERSET IMPORTERS, LTD., NEW YORK, NEW YORK

?MO IAMAR
36/1
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The ABC's Of Better Scores Of LeMoynites Memphis Alumni Club
Coming For Reunions Elects New President
Tire Mileage
a

city mentarian: Mrs. Mildred HodScores of LeMoyne-Owen Col- and elections of officers will Mrs. Rubye D. Spight,
lege alumni will return to the begin at 10:30 a.m. May 30 school teacher, is the n e w ges, historian, and Miss Naomi
president of the Mem phi s Gordon, chaplain.
campus on the weekend of following a coffee hour and Alumni Club of LeMoyne-Owen
The officers will he installed
May 30 for the annual meeting registration
p e r iod. These College. She succeeds Willie June 7
of the General Alumni Associa- events will be conducted in the T. Miles who is closing out
his second term.
If we knew, most of us would Tire engineers say that be- tion, the election of national of- Student Center.
LeRoy Van Johnson also a
the
think twice before we step on cause of today's expanded net- ficers and a reunion of
Also scheduled for the Student city school teacher, was elect1960, 1950, 1940, 1930, 1920, 1910,
the accelerator on those open work of interstate highways 1900 and 1890 graduating class- Center at 1 p.m. May 30 is the ed first viice president. Rochestcollege president's a nn sal er Neely Sr., principal of Volstretches of highways and de- (which encourage longer trips es.
luncheon for alumni and mem- lentine Elementary School, is
serted country roads.
at higher legal speeds) and
Reunion classes will begin bers of the 1970 graduating the new second vice president.
Studies show that a motor- more powerful, heavier cars • their activity on the night of class. Alumni awards and gifts Others elected are Mrs. Myrwill be presented during the tle Crawford, recording secreist traveling at 60 m Iles an — all of which speed up tire. May 29 with class parties.
The annual business meeting luncheon. The reunion classes tary; Mrs.• Susie Hightower,
hour wears down the tread of wear — the overall mileage
will be in charge of the pro- assistant recording secretary;
his tires 34 per cent faster that can be expected fr o m
gram.
than he does at 50 miles an tires has decreased by 20 per
Mrs. Rio Ritta Jackson, cor- Ad
decline drastically.
hour. At 65 miles an hour, cent in the past 10 years.
responding
Bensecretary:
An
alumni-sponsored
testiWherever you live and whattires wear out 50 per cent fastjamin T. Lewis, treasurer;
monial
dinner
for
Dr.
Hollis F.
HEADED TO NASSAL — Mrs. James H. Dillihunt of 1507
Because of differences ever your driving habits, you
er.
Mrs. Eldora Amos, parliaS. Montgomery is seen just before leaving for a vacation in
in roads and climates, tires can do yourself and your tires Price, retiring president of the
college,
is
scheduled
for
8
p.m.,
However,
using
the
same
50Nassau, The Bahamas, where she will join her sister-inwear out faster in some parts a favor by keeping them inmile-an-hour comparison, if you of the country than in others. flated at the vehicle manufac- May 30, at the Rivermont.
law, Mrs. James C. Wells, Jr., of Dayton, Ohio, and will
drive at 45 miles an hour, you For example, tires wear out turer's recommended pressure. Alumni
visit her mother and father a few days before she leaves
will attend worship
get an 18 per cent tire mileagef twice as fast in Atlanta, Geor- The proper pressure is given
For the Bahamas. She is a cosmetician and is employed at
service at 11 a.m., May 31 at
bonus. At 40 miles an h o u r, gia as they do in Syracuse, in your owner's manual or on Second
Defense Depot Memphis. There to see her off were her
Congregational Church,
this bonus goes up to 40 per New York.
a sticker affixed to the door- and many will witness baccahusband, her son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
cent.
post, not on the tire itself. This laureate services at 6 p.m.,
Dillihunt; another son, Barry Dillihnnt, just back f r om
Driving at excessive speeds inflation pressure is the maxiVietnam; her cousins, Mrs. W. D. Lenox, Miss Barbara
Sunday, May 31, and comIt's not that a tire si m ply also causes heat to build up
mum inflation pressure, and mencement at the
Milligan. and friends Mr. and Mrs, S. W. Robinson a n d
An Eq. Oppo tunty';ier' arid Women
same time,
wears faster when it is re- within tires. If tires are run
not the inflation pressure at Monday, June 1.
Mrs. Howard Lawson. (McChriston Photo)
volving at a hi g her speed. overloaded or under-inflated,
which the tire should be used.
Rather, it is subject to many even more heat builds up. RunElmer L. Henderson of MemFINANCING AVAILABLE EVENING CLASS -7-9 P.M.
more stresses and greater im- ning over-loaded or underinflatCheck you tire pressure at phis is the retiring president of
pact damage at higher speeds ed tires at sustained high least once a month. Do this
the
General
Alumni
Associathan at lower speeds. Tir e speeds may raise tire temper- when tires are cold, because
wear is also aggravated by ature above the critical level even driving a few miles tions. The two candidates for
"stop-and-go driving," fa st of 250 degrees F., beyond which causes the air inside to heat up the office are Henry Rutledge
of St. Louis and Richard Davis
turns on curves and around tire strength and tread wear and expand and throw your
of Detroit.
By CARLOTTA WATSON,
ed men and women are being
reading off.
COUNSELOR
sought to provide better police
Musing: The false, the deceit, protection and safer highways, S
that you bear in your heart to restore clean air and clean
will not stay inside where it water to our urban and rural
first got the start For sinew communities, to provide better
and blood are thin veil of parks and other facilities for
lace—What you wear in your the increased amount of leisheart you wear in your face.
ure time we all enjoy and for
Dear Carlotta
many other functions so vital to
I am just passing to the 10th our society.
grade. I am already worried. Whether you go to college or
1 can't see myself going to colnot, vocational education will
lege. Yet I don't see my self
always be a valuable tool.
very important if I learn a
said: "Know thytrade. People already tell me The Greeks
SPECIAL FURNITURE VALUES are being offered at Donald's Store-CROSS.
self". If you like to work with
trades are for people too dumb
•
your hands don't he ashamed.
TOWN (Just South of Sears Crosstown) Mid-South's LARGEST SECTION of
to go to college. I don't know
You may make all the money
what to do. Who needs me?
you need to help the person
QUALITY NAME BRAND FURNITURE!
Bill.
with a degree.
Dear Bill:
You have started thinking in. Some designer said, "No I
time. There are countless jobs don't have a degree, but the
and opportunities. What are president of the College paid
those people doing who are giv- me $10.000 to design his house."
ing you this false advice? Keep Use this as a motto:"I just
pushing. Begin early to read want to make something with
about jobs you have never my hands."
W.Invit, you to colt Mrs. N. Nomi Neal
-Put something solid into my
heard of.
Many jobs today are for peo- hanCs and I'll figure out how it
appropriate furrIlrur• for yeer Rome. Thu service Is ENE 275.12116
ple with vocational or technical works or how to put it totraining to design, build, and gether."
maintain
mechanized equip- You hate really started in
ment. Skilled X-ray technicians, the right direction . • .started
for example, are essential to thinking . • .1 hope to be around
doctors.
when you graduate three years
In government services, skill- from today.
Most of us realize we 1 o se
tire mileage by driv in g too
fast, but surprisingly few of us
know how much we lose.

corners, fast starts and quick
stops and driving over curbs,
chuck holes and other obstructions.
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Howard Enters New Era
Howard has a new President,
the 15th since the founding of t h e
university in 1867. In traditional academic solemnity, the trustees, recently, entrusted the toga of administrative authority into the hands of
Dr. James Edward Cheek, 37, t h e
youngest and the most experienced
educator-administrator in the history of the Washington institution. He
was formerly President of Shaw
University before joining the Howard faculty.
In Dr. Cheek, the university has
a brilliant scholar whose youth narrows the generation gap and p r ovides
‘ him with proper perspective
into the issues which disturb the
conscience and mind of the present
disenchanted generation.
Howard. following the antediluvian concept and mood of the general run of American universities,
has cleaved steadfastly to the institutional traditionalism which h a s
stunted the growth and flowering of
so many institutions for the higher
learning.
This is a new day. Parochialism
no longer holds sway. Strict c o nformity with prescriptive philosophical norms has been jettisoned.
Adherence to rules for rules' sake
is no longer an acceptable ritual.
As Kingman Brewster of Yale aptly put it: "Continuity without
change is reaction. Change without
continuity is revolution."
Fortunately for Howard and the
community it serves, the new President is not unaware of the intellec-

tual and scientific imperatives 'of
the era and of the divorcement
needed if the search for new c r i
teria should yield utilitarian results
Dr. Cheek's goal is toward a
concentration for solutions to t h e
manifold problems that confront
modern society and its impaired
black components.
What the new generation wants
is not inapplicable abstract • knowledge. It may be personally satisfying to read Greek and to know about
Aristotle. Socrates and Plato, b u t
the end result of this knowledge or
its utility must be tested in the crucible of the market place where the
fundamental needs of human society are pressing for immediate fulfillment.
Here, in the competitive arena
for service, Howard University
must mark out the path to its own
destiny. If that institution is to justify its existence in the new social
order, it must gird itself for long.
arduous and innovative tasks as its
own contributions, separate and distinct from the offerings of its competitors. It must blaze new paths,
conquer new fields and evolve new
philosophical approaches to the crises and incidental cynicism that beset humanity at large.
It is a tall order and an exacting order, but one that must be filled if Howard is to be in the vanguard of the new social experiment and be, as Friedrich Nietzsche once put it, the redeemer of
chaos unto order.

Brown's Appeal Unduly Rejected
A three-judge panel of the
United States Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit has rejected the
plea by the attorneys for H. Rap
Brown that the black militant's
long-delayed trial in a Maryland
court be removed to the jurisdiction
of the federal court in Baltimore.
The unanimous decision had the
effect of thwarting Mr. Brown's
attempt to
force the transfer of his trial to a third court in
the eight weeks that the Maryland
authorities have been trying to start
his prosecution.
Under a federal civil rights statute adopted by Congress in 1866 and
invoked in Mr. Brown's behalf, it is
theoretically possible for a Negro
who can persuade a federal judge
that he cannot have a fair trial in
a state court to have his case transferred for trial by a federal judge.
Brown is charged with arson
and inciting to riot in the little Eastern Shore Maryland town of Cambridge, where fire destroyed a two-

block section of the black community on the night of July 24, 1967,
shortly after he had delivered what
the state contends was an inflammatory speech.
The Appeals court ruled that
transfer of the Brown trial might
amount to a judicial error correctable on appeal to the Maryland
courts or to the United States Supreme Court after completion of the
proceedings.
"We find no merit in the contention that the defendant's safety
cannot be reasonably secured if he
is required to be present for trial."
the court declared.
The bombings and threats on
Brown's life are sufficient grounds
of present danger to justify the defendant's plea that his case be heard
before a federal judge in Baltimore
where his personal safety would not
be a debatable issue. Anyway, the
courts are themselves guilty of unnecessary postponement of the trial.

Consumer Confidence Declines
A decline in consumer conf
dence is reported in the National Industrial Conference Board's latest
consumer survey. The survey, which
covers some 10,000 families across
the nation, is conducted for NICB
by National Family Opinion, Inc.
Consumer concern appears to
have turned into disenchantment
about economic conditions. Only 22
per cent of the families now believe
that business conditions are "good,"

down from 35 per cent in the final
two months of last year.
A growing number of families
complain that jobs are "hard to get"
. . . 20 per cent compared with 14
per cent in late 1969. And there is
increasing pessimism about the future course of business
Over 17 per cent believe that
conditions will become "worse"
over the next six months, up from
about 9 per cent in a previous survey.
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MY VIEW

Is It Happening Again?
By BENJAMIN B. MAYS

The North forsook the Negro in
1877 when federal troops were withdrawn from the South and the Negro's destiny was left in the hands
of the Southern white man. T h e
rights achieved as a result of t h e
enactment of the 13th,
14th, and 15th amendment were gradually
taken away between
1877 and 1900. By 1900
the Negro was virtually a slave again.
The May 17, 1954
decision of the United
States Supreme Court
was considered t h e
most epoch making decision since emancipation. The 1955
decision of the Supreme Court was
the decree of "deliberate s pee d."
These decisions were followed by
congressional laws in 1964, 1965 and
1968. Fifteen years after 1954 t h e
school systems. most of them, dragged their feet on the issue of desegregating the school. So, on October
29, 1969 the Supreme Court said "no
more deliberate speed. Desegregate
now." The October 29th decision
was evidently prompted by the administration's urging that Mississippi be given more time to desegregate their schoois. The South and
the Nation, for that matter, have
moved rather reluctantly to desegregate schools.
Knowing that Nixon is sympathetic toward the South and possibly "a segregationist" as Strom
Thurmond says, southern politicians
have lost no time on capitalizing on
the President's leaning South. The
President has influenced Congress
and I believe federal courts. espe-

cially the lower courts. Nixon is on
record as believing in neighborhood
schools, freedom of choice, and in
antibusing. These utterances of the
President may account for the ruling of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals on February 17 in the Orange
County Florida case that students
are to attend the schools nearest
their home and that a transfer from
a black majority to a school where
blacks are in the majority and vice
versa. The President's attitude no
doubt is being reflected in Congress
when at this writing Congress seems
to be in the process of enacting a
law that would prohibit the use of
busing to achieve racial balance.
It is clear that if busing is ruled out and freedom of choice is permitted in transferring from a majority to a minority situation and
if a student must attend the school
nearest his home the process of desegregating the schools will be slowed down considerably. In most cities
blacks and whites are substantially
segregated in housing. This pattern
of segregated housing will therefore
saddle segregated schools upon us
for a long time. A goodly number of
black students where they are in the
majority will transfer to white
schools where Negroes are in t h e
minority. Few whites will voluntarily transfer to a black school. So, the
South is in the process of winning;
the north too, for the north doesn't
want heavy desegregation any more
than the South. If segregated education is inherently inferior, we will
have inferior education for a long
time. And it is a Republican President and not a Democratic President
who is helping this along: Token desegregation is what both North and
South want.

A Point Of View
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
HUSH-HUSH
Six black persons were killed
and many more injured in Augusta, Ga. last week. But the
story was played down by the
news media, maybe for a good
reason.
But one cannot help note the
contrast in the manner in
which the shooting of four white
students in K e n t, Ohio, w a s
handled. Scare headlines stayed
in the papers for days. News
commentatbrs on all communications media treated t h e
student incident as if it were
another Boston massacre. AU
kinds of crocodile tears were
shed for the slain students, and
that's as it should be.
Rut also, shouldn't screams
of anguish be sent skyward in
behalf of the hungry blacks of

Augusta. who were shot down failure to provide opportunities
because they were reaching for for them. Do you know of any
job opening for a teen-ager?
a piece of bread?
Tell somebody about it.
• • •
POT BOILING
SCHOOL'S OUT
The ending of the current The political pot is beginning
school year is at hand. That to start its proverbial boiling
means hundreds of adolescent in Memphis and the rest of
youngsters will be looking for Tennessee. Candidates for ofemployment. Some will be the flee from sheriff to governor
graduates, who will now have are announcing.
their chance to see whethr a
This is true all over the state.
diploma makes the difference
between work or no work op Someone has noted that little
ornothing Is being heard from
portunities.
black men who would like to
In every possible and le giti. hold elective office. One wonmate way the community owes ders Why.
It to these youngsters to help It is worthy to note that black
them find work. Most of them people in Memphis have had
want to work. Most of them are the right and opportunity to
willing to work. Too long has vote longer than any- other urthe South been drained of its ban black p n pul a cr. in the
young man-power
. . and south. The size of the black
woman-power because of the vote in Memphis is important.

It is often said that no white man in America can
fully appreciate what we have come to call "the
black experience." The feeling of being black in a
society dominated in every way by color-conscious
whites, who are taught and influenced from birth
to regard blackness with varying degrees of scorn and contempt, is not in
the nature of things transferrable.
If there could be an exception to
this rule, the most notable one I know
is that man the nation mourns as this
is written, Walter Reuther.
From his earliest years in the labor
movement, Walter Reuther seemed to
have had a remarkable capacity for
grasping those complex elements in the
minds and hearts of others that combine to make them what they are. It was this supersensitivity that enabled him to become one of the
greatest labor leaders in our history and one of the
best white friends black Americans ever had.
In addition Walter Reuther's view of life had a
moral framework. He not only knew the difference
between right and wrong but he had a burning passion to right the wrongs.
Then too he had courage. In the early days when
the black and white workers first began to challenge
the gigantic motor industry for a greater measure
of social and economic justice, the fighting "red
head" was always in the front lines. He was not
intimidated by the reactionaries in the industry nor
those in government. Neither was he affected by
the name-calling in the hostile press.
His baptism of fire in the pioneer days of the
organization of auto fortified him for his wider assault in later years on the bigots' and reactionaires
in the general society. The co-called black revolution of the past decade was a development that
Walter Reuther understood. He knew that when men
act like sheep, the wolves are free to devour them.
Today the civil rights leadership across the country, the garbage workers and the national organizational leaders alike mourn his tragic death. His
marches on the streets of many cities with the late
Dr. Martin Luther King, his speeches of inspiration
and financial assistance to constructive movements,
and his personal involvement in, civil rights causes
earned him the sobriquet: "Mr. Civil Rights."
Today the phony tag is put on many white liberals. Some of us are quick to explain away every
good deed by them on the grounds of some selfserving motivation. In our racist climate such cynicism perhaps is not unnatural. Sometimes, however,
it is much easier to be critical than correct.
The crusading zeal of Walter Reuther, however,
put him in a class by himself. Whatever self-doubts
he may have had about some course of action, Walter
Reuther always wanted to be on the side of the angels.
Perhaps the best measure of his leadership may
be seen in a comparison with his colleagues in the
leadership of labor. On the issue of civil rights he
towered over them like a giant. Further he, on many
occasions, put his leadership on the line in his own
union for the cause. Our enemies became his too.
The tragedy of his passing at this moment in
history is doubly felt. We are at a point when powerful forces in government and in the private sector
seemed determined to turn the clock back. Even the
gains of the so-called black revolution in the 60s are
in jeopardy now.
2
The nation as a whole is in painful of need of
good leadership. From the White House on down,
we seem to be guided by leaders who take pride in
their own mediocrity. Confused and divided, Americans of every class and color are losing confidence
in the national leadership and there is a rising army
of young people who see no alternative but to challenge the system itself.
Walter Reuther spoke out against this drift toward social disaster. He spoke out against Am mita
bus indifference to human sufferings, to senseless
wars and senseless violence. He spoke out against
prejudice, discrimination and rampant racism. As a
leader of a great union. he used all his influence and
resources to match his words with deeds.
His passing touches all of us who knew him and
it is great tragedy for America. This was the wrong
time for him to die.
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Kroger Announces A Program
To Help Fight Malnutrition

Church Plans Men And Women's Day

Annual Men and Women'I the Rev. Mose Pleasure, Jr.
Day will be observed at the Rufus Manley and
Mrs. WilMt. Moriah Baptist Church at
lie D. Stanback are co-chair239 S. Orleans st. on Sunday,
men of the observance. T h e
May 31. The guest speaker for Rev. Melviin C. Smith
is the
The Kroger Co. this week an- 1955 and again 10 years later. United States
as late as the the service at 3 p.m. will be pastor.
nounced a major program de. By 1985, only 50 per cent of 1930's.
signed to help fight malnutri- Americans
consuming The recipe and menu p r owere
don and provide more nutri. diets which provided as much gram, which
will
tious products for the consum- as two-thirds of the recommend- available throughou be made
t Kroger's
er's food dollar.
ed daily allowance of nutrients 23-state area, has been planThe program will be in four — a drop of 10 per cent. Evi ned to emphasize
meals that
phases:
dence is that this problem is are well-balanced and nutrition— All white flour used in growing each year.
al and make them more attracKroger's ten regional bakeries
tive to homemakers.
serving 1500 supermarkets will The White House Conference
be enriched with riboflavin (Vi- in Washington last December Menus and recipes were plantamin B-2), thiamin (Vitamin identified problem areas and ned around the U. S. DepartB-1), niacin and iron in accord- made recommendations on how ment of Agriculture "S m art
Shopper" releases (based on
1825 UNION AVE.
ance with the standards of iden- to alleviate them.
275-1148
tity established by the U. S. The food and nutrition experts plentiful foods) and the "L o w
3250 RUMMER
Food and Drug Administration. from throughout the country Cost Cookery" series develop324-4444
di
Kroger, which produces in who gathered for the Confer- ed by Hunt-Wesson Foods, Inc.
(using U. S. D. A. recommen
excess of 300,000,000 pounds of ence reported that:
baked goods a year, is the — Malnutrition in the U.S. is dentin.;).
tenth largest baker In t he not confined to low-i n co me
United States. The new p r o- groups, but extends to the afgram means that the compa- fluent as well.
ny's enrichment program will
be broadened to include some — Private industry should
ORATORICAL CONTESTANTS — These
230
additional food items bak- take immediate steps to proBoxley, Mitchell High School. Jamuel Johneight students participated in the 1970 ocal
ed
by
Kroger which were not vide foods with a higher nutrison, Geetitt High School, and Darlene
tional content for consumers.
Oratorical Contest sponsored by the Beale
previously
enriched.
Robinson, Lester High School. On back
Street Elks Lodge. On front row,
Kroger is the first food re- — Food companies should befrom
row, from left, are -Doris Dukes, White
left, are Alice Holman, Booker T. Washtailer
and baker in the United gin by improving the nutritionStation High School. and Jarvis Middleton,
ington High; Edward Covington, Carver
States
to take this step, which al qualities of those foods which
Millington Central High School. (Withers
High School, Aid Jacklyn Sie..pard, Melrose
was recommended by several people enjoy and are accustom Photo )
High. On second row, from left, are Mary
panels of the White House Con- ed to eating.
_
Notice is hereby given, as required by Chapter 190 of the
ference on Food, Nutrition and — Changing eating patterns
Private
of the American public should
Health.
Acts of Tennessee of 1921, and all amendments thereto, that the
also
be recognized. Snacks and
— In addition, outside foo d
City of Memphis taxes of 1970 including Real Estate,
Merchants',
manufacturers who pack Kro- sweet goods are for
a
Ad Valorem and Personalty and Public Utilities, will be due and
ger private brand products are large part of the cereal portion
payable June 1, 1970, between the hours of 8:30 and 5 o'clock
being contacted regarding the of the diet of many consumers,
Monday through Friday—Office closed on Saturday.
use of enriched flour in Kro- a rticularly young people and
ger products. This group in. the poor.
dudes such items as cake mix- Kroger's experience bear s'
es and refrigerated biscuits, out the Conference conclusions'
METHODS OF PAYMENT
which are among several dozen in this area, Mr. Reusser said.
products using white flour The use of enriched
flour and
wiiich are packed for Kroger bread has been credited
In order to use part payment plan of three (3) payments,
with
the
by other food manufacturers. virtual elimination of such
must be paid during the month of June, 1970. Subsequen first installment
det installments are
- Low-cost, nutritionally-bal- ficiency diseases as pellegra,
delinquent after August 31, 1970 and October 31, 1970.
anced recipes and menus will Eighty-five per cent of the
be featured in newspaper food newly-enriched bakery items
Taxpayers not using this method must pay in full on or before
September I,
*T.,.
advertising to help educate con- fall into the snack and
1970. Penalty of /
1
2 per cent per month and interest at /
sweet
1
2 per cen* per month
sumers concerning better diets goods category.
will accrue from September I, 1970.
•
sf.
for their families.
c
Mr. Reusser pointed out that
i
— Research into the develop Kroger has produced
enriched
ment of entirely new food prod- white bread and rolls since
•
BY ORDERS OF the MAYOR & CITY COUNCIL of Memphis, Tenn.
ucts which are high in nutri- 1941. when current
standards
tion has been instituted.
of enrichment were formulatKroger's broadened enrich- ed.
ROOM 301. CITY HALL
ment program will not include
NORTH MAIN STREET
125
At
that
time, white bread was
such items as snack crackers,
chosen
as
the
vehicle
for
ensweet
rolls,
cakes, doughnuts
ELKS AND
Members of the
Mitchell, assistant director of education for
JOHN E. LEE, CITY TREASURER
. . . and even ice cream cones. richment because it is a basic
IBPOE of W are fo... %%ith two students
the Tennessee Elks; and Miss Jackiyn
food, and was considered proThe
move
recogn
izes
the
who tied for first place in the local oratoriShepard, a Melrose High School junior who
changing eating patterns of the bably the most universally conOFFICE CLOSED SATI RDA1S
cal contest held at the Boston Street Bapsubscquently won first place in a run-off
1970's and brings the benefits sumed food throughout the
tist Church. On front row, from left, are
and second place in the state contest.
of enrichment to the broadest country.
CoL George W. Lee, Elks Grand CommisStanding in back is an unidentified out-of
possible group of consumers. which was prevalent in the
sioner of Education; Miss Darlene Robinstate member of the Elks. (Withers Photo)
Previously
, only white bread
son, Lester High School senior; Leonard E.
and roll items had been enriched.
In making the announcement,
B. D. Reusser, vice president of
the company's baked foods division, said:
• 'This major step to improve
the nutritional intake of all consumers has been under considDecorations for the Miscel- Mass., Kathy Sanders.
St. Loueration for some time. The filaneous Shower, held at the is. Mo.; Bernice Judice,
Hounal decision came after evaluhome of Mr. and Mrs. Sherman ston, Texas: and Sandra
Simpation of mounting evidence of
W. Robinson, 1524 S. Montgom- son. Chicago, Ill. Other bridespersistent malnutrition in the
ery, honoring Rhynette' North- maids will be Francine
G u y,
United States at every econocross, will be "growing there." Sandra Hill, Mildred Hurd.
mic level."
Gifts will be presented on the, Gwendolyn Bowie and maid of
Nutritional studies have indigrassy patio, Sunday. May 31.! honor Deborah Northcross.
cated a steadily-dropping perwhich is an area surrounded onl Other out-of-town guests will
centage of Americans who are,
consuming proper diets.
two sides by a mini-creek and include Mrs. Mary Brook s,
watdrfall. Everyone will have: Mrs. Rebecca Ann Durden and AIRMAN FRANK A DAVI S, For example, the U. S. DeOld Taylor is the best-selling, premium
to cross the small bridge to 011ie Jean Ingram all of Har- son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. partment of Agriculture c o nDavis. Jr., of 1968 Carver, ducted nutritional surveys in
straight Bourbon in the U.S.A.
reach the patio.
risburg, Pa.
Memphis, has completed basic,
Old Taylor is the priMany garden flowers some
Another shower honoring training at Lackland A F B,'
vate
recipe of an auyellow and green, (colors for iMiss Northcross will be given Tex. and is assigned to Keesthentic
genius, Col. Edtraining
Miss.,
in
for
Miss Northcross wedding) will by Mrs. Edward 1. Lewis of ler AFB,
0LID 86 PROOr
mund H. Taylor, Jr. Kin
air traffic control. He is a 1968'
he used inside the homt,, if in 1277 Worthington, June 2.
to Zachary Taylor,
graduate of Booker T. Wash.
A STRAK314T I
bloom, where the table will he
ace.eeree
twelfth President of the
centered with a bride surround- The honoree is the fiancee of ington High School and attend.
ed LeMoyne-Owen College.
ed by yellow daisic's and green William Hurd.
United States, the Colozennias.
Old Taylor is made in
nel was mayor of Frank-

GettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
Get Mc•reDealer!

- * !SHER

1910 CITY OF MEMPHIS TAXES
ARE DUE AND PAYABLE JUNE 1, 1970

Ifyou cloth believe
it worth the extra money,
read thelabel.

Robinsons Will Fete
Rhynette Northcross

OLD
TAYLOR

MANUA'S

COUPONS

Out-of-town bridesmaids will
be. Laverne Berry, Bost o n, I -

fort, Kentucky, and the
most famous Bourbon
distiller of his day.
"Pr

Elks Present
Oratorical
Contest Here
The Elks local annual Oratorical Contest was held at the
Boston Street Church and tying
for first place were Miss Darlene Robinson. a Lester High
School senior, and Miss Jacklyn
Melrose
Shepard, a
High
School junior.
During a run-off contest
held at Memphis State University on Friday morning, May 1,
Miss Shepard was declared the
winner.
Miss Shepard won an ail.expease paid trip to Kingsport,
Tenn., with her speech teacher.
Miss Erma Lee Clanton, for
the State Oratorical Contest
held at Douglas High School.
The winner of the $1,000 Elk
Scholarship was Miss Oprah
Gail Winfrey, a senior in NashNashville High School in Nashville. Miss Shepard was the
second place winner.
Other contestants in the contest and the order in which
they ranked at t he Boston
Street Baptist Church were
Miss Alice Holman, Booker
T. Washington High, second
place; Jamuel Johnson, Geeter
Mary Bosley,
High;
Miss
Mitchell High; Jarvis Middleton, Millington Central, sixth;
Carver
Covington,
Edward
High; seventh; and Miss Doris
High,
Dukes, White Station
eighth.

NANAUL
JACKSON
......risio.
ani am am
I CHICKEN SPECIAL
30` Off on 915
Dinner
691 So. Parkway E.
2405 So. Bellevue
I943 So. 3rd • 293 E. meLamore
348 Vance Ave..at 4th
Good Fri., May 22, Sat.,May 23.
Sun.. May 24 WITH COUPON;
LIMIT 2 TO CUSTOMER al
UM One ME IMM1m8 MD MO NO

I

1.1

SHRIMP SPECIAL
304 Off on '1"
Dinner
I
963 McLemore
349 Vane* Ave. at 4th
•
GoOd'Fr1., May 12. Sat May 23.1
Sun.. May14 WITH COuPoN I
LIMIT 2 TO CUSTOMER
......
9- men=

a castle near the delicious
limestone spring the Colonel himself discovered.
This landmark distillery
was built in 1887, especially for the King of Bourbons.

We still use the same costly
small grains. Still tendour mash
as tenderly as Colonel Taylor
did. Still do everything exactly
as he did it.

4

MANALIA JACKSON

0

DONUT SHOP
1 Dos.
Regular Price
2nd Doz.
1/a Pries

sandal sun-charmers,
This strippy village sandal from Italy crafts an
old world charm with richly carved detailing and
a low slant heel. Earthy brown leather
uppered, it's QualiCraft's bare sunny, 0.00

"oft'

I

263 E. McLemore
348 Vanoe Ave. at 4th
ispodFri., may 12. Sat.. May 23,
Sun.. May 14 wITM COUPON,.
LIMIT 2 TO CUSTOmEn
IIIIIIIIIIII SIM GM II=1 IMO IMO Mii

F

MAHALIA'S CLEANER a

5100 0f1

$t 40 Cid.•.•9 ••••••••
at /1/4 N.a.i(1••••••

340 Vance
11/944 Togtot
1129 Badlyrus
I 1143 No. 7th 2453 Park Ave. I
6$11 MillaMv91 Inv&

I

Qazz&etail

17 N MAIN STREET • 105 S. MAIN STREET'LAURELWOOD
SOUTHLAND MALL • WHITEHAVEN PLAZA
Miss Shepard was the only

junior in the contest. All others
were seniors.

PAAHALIA JACKSON

Every Old Taylor
bottle is a signed original. Colonel Taylor
started signing the bottle in 1887 to foil wouldbe imitators. And there
were drovet of them!

ILOR.

0004 Fat, may 22. Sat., May 331
1iSun,.
May 24
yit Tm COUPON.
. MOM 11.111110111311111111.
Olt MINI

KENTUCKY 5TR61G41,BOUR6040-osKTy
IS PROOF ,THE OLD TAYLOR DtSrillEttY CO.
FRINKFORT VOUISVILIE. KY.

Old Taylor.What the label can't tell

,the flavor can

f

„

4101Cfrilfi 410 4".
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Nurse Will Be Wed
To Samuel E. Haywood

ating

r
TYPES

MU and Mrs. Jerry Calvin New Jersey, and the late Mr.

MEMO

of 1885 Prospect Street Harry Marrow.
11.11111ounce the engagement of Mr. Haywood is the son of
• their daughter Miss W a ndr a Mrs. Dessie Weaver and grandEvanieline Johnson to Samuel son of Mr. and Mrs. W liiie
Dennis Haywood of Gainesville,! Haywood of Bushnell, Florida.
, Florida.
He is a graduate of Mills High
Miss Johnson is a 1964 "hon- School in Webster, Florida,
or" graduate of Booker T. where he was a member of the
Washington High School where band, football and basketball
she wan a member of the band, teams. He served as President
pep squad, Deb Teens, and stu- of the Student Counc ii, and
dent couneit She was. presented member of the 4-H Club where
to society as a 1964 Kappa De- he won the Florida State Key
butante and served as secre- Award in 1964 and a trip to
tary of the Memphis Chapter Washington. D. C.
•
of the Co-Ette Club, Inc.
lie attended Florida A. and
She attended Tuskegee Insti- M. University on a scholartute in Tuskegee, Alabama ship his first year. There he
where she was a member of served as a dormitory counselthe Tuskegee Institute Choir or for three years and captain
and was chosen as "Miss of the bowling teeth. He is alsol
Choir" in 1965. She later at- a member of "Alpha Tau Altended Florida A. and M. Uni- pha," Agriculture Fraternity.
versity in Tallahassee, Flori- He graduated in 1969 with a
da where she was a member Bachelor of Science Degree in
of The Student Nurses Associ- Agriculture and is now emation. She graduated in 1969 ployed by Gainesville Agriculwith a bachelor of science de- ture Business Center.
gree in nursing.
The couple plans a June 20
She is the granddaughter of wedding at Saint Thomas CathMrs. Susie Marrow of Camden. olic Church.

ATTENTION
CHURCHES

By
IMUTOKI SCHALK _JOHNSON
"However far my eye may wander, Then
standest before me! For the Heavens and t h e
splendor of the stars are thy image!"
—Springs of Indian Wisdom
*

'QUEEN' OF THE MAY
A Bethune-Cookman College freshman Shelia Smalley from
Leesburg was named Miss May Day 1970-71 during a recent ceremony in the college chapel. The Delta Sigma
Theta sponsored event is an annual affair. Crowning her
Is Barbara Banks (Miss May Day 1969-70). Barbara, a
native of Snow Hill, Fla., was voted Miss Bethune-Cookman College in a student election.

Hayes-Brown Wedding
Is Set For July 25

Openings Available For
Summer Youth Program

*

*

In all things, He is there. In the seeing of Him
across human space, He looms large and powerful in
His love. When one cannot see even beyond his nose,
He is still there to be felt, to have His hand stretched
out to you in comforting peace. The stars sparkle and
you know He puts the sparkle there; the trees that
form a leafy passage and a heavenly green bower,
shimmer in the light of His smile. How can you be
depresked, forlorn, unhappy knowing that wherever
you look, He is there? There is no lineliness for those
who believe, and this is particularly true of the elderly. With families and friends gone, only He remains, and He is forever with them, a beautiful spirit,
a beautiful solid substance only YOU can know.

URBANA, Ill. — Openings,the School of Music and Univer*
*
*
are still available for junior and sity Bands.
senior high school students who The program is comprised
Pittsburgh Deltas may all stand and take a bow
wish to enroll in the 1970 Illinois, of 16 individual two-week music
\\here he received the Summer Youth Music program "camps" emphasizing basic.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie F. Hayes :;cliool
for
their
excellence in putting over the handsome and
advanced
Sr., of 699 N. Second st. an- Superior ROTC Cadet Award June 28-Aug. 7 at the University intermediate
and
nounced the engagement of and was a member of the Ba- of Illinois at Urbana Cham-'training and instruction for all articulate Social Action luncheon Saturday, May 9th
their daughter. Miss Carlotta , cons Social Club.
levels of students — ranging at Hotel Webster Hall. Mary E. Wood, Executive Dipa ign.
Ilenn Hayes, to Lee R. Brown., He' attends Memphis State
According to John O'Connor,i from junior bands to senior
rector of the Greater Pittsburgh YWCA was the speakHe is the nephew of the Rev.. University where he was a ' assistant professor, U. of I. jazz productions.
and Mrs. R. T. Glover of 1237 , board member of the Black.Extension in Music, and co- The camps are divided into er, a brief, pungent speaker, and to
introduce her, a
Vollentine ave.
ordinator of instructional pro- three segments. June 28-July
Student Association.
friend
Miss
B.
Gwendolyn
Greene.
president,
Gamma
wed'
be
plans
to
couple
The
10; July 12-24; and July 26He is president of the Klon- grams, about 1,350 students
Augurst 7. With the ex,eption Chapter, Deltas Sigma Theta from Buffalo, N. Y. Dyon July 25 at the Keel Baptist!
Capacity'
have
enrolled
so
far.
dike Youth Civic Club and is!
Church.
bands, which is offeremployed in the' Air Force of the program is 1,500 although - of junior
graduate
is
a
bride-elect
The
each
of the last two seg- namic young Marva Scott made her bow as the first
ed
in
registration
is
limited
within
ROTC Department of Memphis
of Father Bertrand High School
individual
camps will be Regional Director of the Eastern Region since 1913!
ments
individual
subject
areas.
State University.
and attended Victor Business
Illinois Summer Youth Music,conducted only once.
Performing the ceremony will is part of the statewide educa- Further information is avaail- Vivian Mason Lane, co-chairman of the Awards
College and Memphis State
University. She is employed be the bride-elect's minister, tional program offered by the able by writing Illinois Summer Luncheon brought opening greetings, Mildred L. Wade,
the Rev. J. T. Jennings of U. of I. Division of University Youth Music, 608 S. Mathews,
by J. C. Penney.
president, presented some of the Social Action
The prospective bridegroom Greater St. Matthew Baptist Extension, the Summer Session,,Urbana, Ill. 61801.
is a graduate of Manassas High Church.
Awards, and Chairman Christine B. Jones introduced

the "Men on the Move."

NAACP Confab
To Focus On
Single Society

'We %.illsdesign any type
:robe for special groups.
1Jsing the finest fabrics
pnd all robes are hand
finished.
,Zith each robe. we permeasure each
tly
. ieinber of your group.
rn. s are available to.
._iodel and show. Any
":prritt - or fabric.
t. .y Payments
Nlerophi,and SIII-Toliiidinzhr Iii
lrade \lark Revstered

Erani

HE HOUSE of ROBES,Inc
3505 Hester Avenue
Memphis..Tennessee 381 1 1

7,5-57S0

14'North Main (downstairs) 527-3619
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m.

Synthetic tapered Wig
;595
8r

*

Via Dee Cee grapevine, Beverly Carter has been
upped to Deputy Assistant Secretary for the African
Bureau, the Department of State, and may be stationed in Washington.
*

I day afternoon. are Arthur L.
'Johnson, deputy
superinten-. dent of schools.
and
Panetta,
former
E.
Detroi.Ln
'director of the office of civil
'rights in the Department of The wedding of Miss J u 1 i a on Saturday. June 20, at the
.Health, Education and Wel-iAnn Edwards and the R e v. Columbus Baptist Church.
Uelucius Purdy will take place
fare.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mrs. Evelyn Edwards of
d•watevra•imam& eve:
343 Decatur. His parents a r e
seaddand mall
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Purdy of
1630 Foster.
1 Miss Edwards was graduat&Akin specialists in sizes
ed from Manassas High School
1
2
IS to 60 and 111Y2 to 32/
and Owen College and is em-

Bride Here June 20

—C-S s----

ployed by the Memphis Board
of Education.

Wear

fashima
double ebeeked:
20.00

Afro

WIG

Esquire, the magazine that has through the years,
come up with some fascinating articles, goes two steps
further and gives its readers a choice sample of what
three different ad agencies would do to reshape Ted
Kennedy's image. Not the least of this assignment,
is the lead-in from three score or more pages of advertising, and in the process, the mentioning of the ad
agencies which handled the political campaigns of
presidential hopefuls from Eisenhower on. So you
thought it was only toothpaste, detergents, deodorants
and such-like that got the build-up treatment! hah
. . This article appears in the June issue of Esquire.

NEW YORK — Bishop Ste- tor Roy Wilkins will further
phen G. Spootswood, chair- deal with the convention theme,
man of the board of Directors weighing programs designed
of the NAACP will deliver the to achieve "common opportukeynote address at the open- nities for all within a single,
ing public meeting of the As- society." as projected by the
sociation's 61st annual con- two-year-old Report of the
vention in Cincinnati. Mon- National
Advisory
Corn mis-1
day evening. June 29. Focus-,sion on Civil Disorders of
ing on the convention theme which he was a member.
— a single society as a naI
On July 1, the delegates will
tional goal — the AME Zion
prelate's address will set the hear farmer U.S. Atty. Gen. ,
tone of the six-day convention.'Ramsey Clark during a sesAt the plenary session, June .sion devoted to the topic, "The
30, NAACP Executive Direc- Law and the Prophets." Scheduled to address the plenary 1 M

*BylVlon Claire

Wash

The panorama of Spring fashions was beautiful
. . and it does look as if the flower hat is
returning!

SEE OUR100%HUMAN HAIR 66-6Err

_1695

The prospective bridegroom
was graduated from B ooker
T. Washington High School and
Owen College.
The Rev. Mr. Purdy is employed as a life underwriter for
the Independent Life Insurance
Company and is an associate
minister of St. Peter Baptist
Church.

modally shed
Ile to 52
10

Hand Made

WIG
$3495

Short Tapered

WIG
*1095

Natural Parted
WIG

Natural Parted
WIG

'2495

$2495

Expert Styling

350

•004

proof Sumnsir look... Fortrot polyestor and cotton
ginghoin chock is handwashable . . . doublet
breasted coot style with
goldisn hu.d buttons . .
hfixk/whit• or pink/white.

MAIL ORDERS: add 75e postage plus
4%96 toyfor T•11•41194 dslioery.
•

•

J

• 127'4416
14 SO. MAIN
DOWNTOWN •
• 174-11/61
1991 UNION
UNION AUL •
WINTINA1/1191 • SOUTHLAND MALL • 3911-110114

Sometime ago we saw an item in the New York
papers about planning of the Harlem-Dowling C h i 1dren's Service, last week it opened and an Open House
Reception drew scores to the 2090 Seventh Avenue center, where Claudia McNeil gave the welcoming address. Joseph H. Smith, director of the Service, has a
tremendous enthusiasm for the community agency.
It offers services to natural parents, adoptive parents,
foster parents and children. It is being sponsored by
Spence-Chapin Adoption Service. Our own Mrs. Loyce
Bynum is a member of the Spence-Chapin staff, and
shares Mr. Smith's excitement over the success of the
new agency.
*

HAIR COLORING
Hides That CRAY
The lastimg Way 4,
In jurt 77 mirtmfer
al

kt).11
,.

*

*

One of the major social excitements in Detroit
this summer will be the wedding of the darling little
Haley offspring.

rt

dull, faded. hair be.
t,
comes youngrr looking, i
dark and 1 ustrona,_gadianf
with highlights. SMAND
Hair Coloring won't rub
or wash out. Safe with ,per•
manents,too.TrySTRAN A

of

ONLY 98*
compLETE- 50T11114

STOUT SHOPPE

In the last rumbling of the doomsday gates which
took away one of our Courier family, Ahmed Samuel
Milai, whose paint brush and pen will be forever
missed, the world lost an artist whose work will endure. Two sisters mourn, Florida Brown of Pitt sburgh, and Fai Rucker of Washington. Alvin, her husband, is Labor Advisor for Africa. And a cousin, Billy
Butler, who will miss Sam through the rest of eternity.

ELIE TO BUY

Because of the Indianapolis 500 on Memorial Day,
the Gay Northeasterners of that auto-minded tow n
had to put their conclave entertaining ahead a week.
So the gals are converging on the town this weekend
for the usual exciting ruffles of fun.
•

•

•

Choice of 5 natural shat1•111
Jet Blocs-- Black--Dark Brow*
Medium Brawn --Light Brown.
Ask for it at your
drug or cosinat,c countse.

And in Trenton, N. J. Girl Friends will be readying the annual fun-feat for the usual weekend, starting tpe evening of May 29.
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Join MLGW's new Budget Billing Plan. It'll pay you two ways. First,
we arrange for you to make six monthly pre-payments for a minimum
of $4.00 a month -June, July, August, September, October, and November. That's a total of $24.00.
Then MLGW adds an extra $1.00, making it $25.00. The dollar is interest your money earns while it's working for you towards the cold
winter months.
When temperatures drop and heating bills go up, we start issuing
you credit for the money you have paid in advance. On your January,
February, and March bills, you will see a credit of $7.00 each month
and on your April bill, a credit of $4.00. That's $25.00 for $24.00 paid in.
All-electric homeowners, who enjoy low utility bills in warm months
with peak bills in cold weather, will find this an ideal way to level off
heating and cooling costs. MLGW's Budget Billing is designed also to
help gas customers with homes that are hard to heat and bills that
are hard to pay.
There's a Budget Billing Plan for everybody- as small as $4.00 a
month and as large as $16.00 a month. The more you pay in, the more
you get back in credit and in earnings. Find the budget plan that fits
your needs and get in on a good thing today. To qualify for full interest
payment ($1.00 or more), you must be under the Budget Billing Plan
by May 27.

BUDGET BILLING PLANS
Amount
you pay
par month
(June-Nov.)
6 months
1

,
Credit you
am
rble
Per "'nth
(April)
(Jan.-March)
1 month
3-months

Total
prepayment

$24.00

$4.00

Total
credit you
receive

$7.00

$4.00

$25.00

,

2.
3.

6'00

36.00

10.50

6.00

37.50

8.00

48.00

14.00

8.00

50.00

4

i0.00

60.00

17.50

10.00

62.50

5.

12.00

72.00

21.00

12.00

75.00

6. 14.00
7 16.00

84.00

24.50

14.00

i

,

87.50
.

'

96.00

a

28.00

16.00

100.00
,

Phone 525-8831 before May 27
and tell us you want In on our
new Budget Billing Plan

A new customer service of

MEMPHIS LIGHT, GAS AND WATER DIVISION
the largest three-service utility in the nation

• p.

P•s.

ay •
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Gertrude Cathey, Mrs. Alma
Soni, Mrs. Reola Howard andi
Mrs. Carrie Mabry.

Marie faker Club Hears Reports
&Os

o

Progressive Will
Stage Pageant

The maaL Baker service and members reported on variMrs. Melrose Moore of DalClub held *ft- meeting at the ous projects.
las. Texas, was guest at the
home of M
Elizabeth Harris Among the members oresent meeting.
recently,
the president,
were Mrs. Sara Carr, Mrs. LinMrs. Nell Marne, made a re- me Johnson. Mrs. Ethel Wynn, Miss B. C. Lenoir is reporteri
port on ttz-_City Federation, Miss Maggie Newsom, Mrs. for the club.

opr

The women of Progressive
Baptist Church at 374 Vance
ave. will present a pageant,
"Christian Women in White,"
on Sunday, May 24, at 7:30
p.m. The public is invited.
The guest speaker will be
Mrs. J. W. West of Mt. Moriah
Baptist Church. Mrs. Amy Hitchings will be the narrator for
the pageant.
The pageant is one of the
affairs leading up to annual
Women's Day.
Mrs. Rosie J. Stewart is genMrs.
chairman, and
eral
Catherine Harvey co-chairman.
The Rev. 0. C. Collins is
pastor of the church.

•••

-mow
awn..

S
=rm.
mom.
Obb•

SOPPOOS
MM.

-

SOSSON•
SPOso.
MOONS.

SOON.
o•OSO

Orleans Club
Holds Meeting
The Orleans Street Club met
recently at the home of Mrs.
Nancy Lee at 589 Walker st
and serving with her as cohostess was Mrs. Amanda
Beck.
Following a devotional, Mrs.
Marie Ross presided, and a
short program was given with
CARKELLA GUY
DAVENA L. YOUNG
Mrs. Erma Varnado directing.
Officers of the club were installed by Mrs. Beulah Lewis.
The club's next meeting will
be held on Thursday, May 28, at
646 Walker.
Mrs. Velma Williams is secretary and Mrs. Mattie JamiMiss Carmella Rose Guy of received a Bachelor's degree in son reporter.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnett Young, University her Sorority is Zeta,
Memphis and Samuel Augustus nursing from Hampton Institute
Browniel
a
is
She
Beta.
Phi
Street
Orleans
So.
Jr., 1111
Phelps of Elberton, Georgia, in Hampton, Virginia.
announce the engagement of Scout Troop leader.
Mr. Porter participated in will be married June 7,- 1970, After graduation she was
their daughter, Miss Davena
bride-elect's employed as a pediatric nurse
L. Young to Reginald L. Por- football at Father Bertrand in the home of the
at Johns Hopkins Hospital in
mother.
presivice
was
school,
High
Smith,
P.
ter, son of Mrs. Ritta
the Rev. dent of both his senior class The Reverend W. L. Varnade, Baltimore, Maryland.
1671 McMillan an
M. L. Porter of Chicago, Illi- and the Student Government grandfather of the bride-elect Mr. Phelps was graduated
Association.
from Manassas High School and
will officiate.
nois.
Parents of the couple are Mr. Atlanta University in Atlanta,
College
Knox
attended
He
Miss Young, a graduate of
is
and is now a senior at Alm- and Mrs. Walter P. Guy, Jr., of Georgia. His fraternity
Booker T. Washington High
Memphis and Mrs. Marie Phelp Omega Psi Phi.
tr
University.
State
phis
School. was chosen to Who's
He is assistant professor of
of Elberton.
June
will
be
wedding
The
Who in American High Schools
13, at Metropolitan Baptist Miss Gray was graduated mathematics at Hampton Instiand was a National Achieve- Church.
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
Manassas High School and re- tute.
Finalist
and
ment Scholarship
a 1968 Kappa Alpha Phi Debutante.

Bourbon Drinkers...
your time has come.
Kentucky Tavern offers you
an outstanding new value.
Still the same fine tradition.
Still the same 8 year old quality.

The only difference is the...
well, let your retailer tell you
all about it.

Wedding Date Is Set Math Teacher To Wed
For Davena L. Young Carmella Guy June 7

MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YO(1 ARE

10047011//0
get-

Ili aged 100 woof Bottled is Bond. CC.D. Co.

A student at Memphis

State

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST

Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Roach, Sr.
of Gulfport. Miss is si ppi
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Eucharist
Cornelia Roach„ to Mr. Rhynia
Carver Weaver of Louisville,
Kentucky, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Earl Weaver of Louisville, Kentucky.

MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS

MIDTOWN

. SOUTH
1'232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
(WHITEHAYEN)

1620 MADISON

EAST

5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)

.oppn, 24A HRS.
DAY CLOSED SUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
56,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
U.S.D.A.

center cut chuck

CHOICE

Heavy Beef
Roast
Lucky Leaf

Prices in the ad effective noon, may 21 thru
We reserve the
midnight mav 28.
right to limit quantities. None sold to dealers.

Kelly's
per lb. 81

Luncheon Meat

12 or. Can
49*

Green Giant

25 or.

Eucharist C. Roach's
Engagement Announced

17 or.

Apple Sauce

Smoked

BACON
Reg. or Thick
2 Lb.Pkg. 1.38
Sliced Tray Pak lb.

700

Hams
Butt portion Lb.

61*

Shank portion Lb.

5140

BOUNTY TOWELS
2 jumbo rolls

1A

BOUNTY
TOWELS
2 jumbo rolls

Buy U. S. Savings Bonds

10
With this coupon and 5.00 additional purchase excluding value of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and tobacco also excluded in compliance with state law).
‘pupon expires noon Wednesday, May
C
27th. 1970.
eine coupon per family Per week

'COUPON

1•4

a

*
.
*

*

ROYAL.
CONSTRUCTION ,*
*
CO.
Or

*

L

482 NO. HOLLYWOOD
**
MEMPHIS, TENN. 452-7466

of
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gra
Coll
He
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in
is
Urn
gen

Wer

Miss Roach is the maternal
granddaughter of Mrs. Bertha
Evans Flowers of Gulfport,
Mississippi. The future bride is
a 1966 graduate of North Gulfport High School and a graduating senior at Tennessee State
University in Nashville, T e nnessee, majoring in medical
He is a member of Arnold
technology and professional zoSociety, Kappa Alpha Psi
Air
ology.
Fraternity and President of the
She is a member of the Stu-. 1970 Senior Class.
dent Christian Association,
A June %%edding is being
Chairman of the Student Union planned.

*ROOM ADDITIONS Ar
*
*
OVER 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE

of
nou
dau
son
ter
Ca
Bin
De
ma

ice
An
24
The

Her fiance is the maternal
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Fayne of Memphis, Tennessee and paternal grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Harrison
of Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Weaver graduated from Ellis High
School in Munford, Tennessee
and is a graduating senior at
Tennessee State University,
Nashville, Tennessee, majoring in technical aeronautics.

*

ri

dau
Mr

Board of Governors, member
of the Biology Club, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
and Secretary of the 1970 Senior Class.

Young Sweet Peas
21
25$
3 Limit
Del Monte
1702.
Fred Montesi
x
Mix
•
CHITTERLINGS
Sandwich Bread 24 or. Loaf 10 lb. pail 2 59 I For Salads or Soups
2/390 *4************11:
190
3 Limit
ROYAL
r Lykes
4 oz. Can
Sealdsweet Fla. Frozen
Vienna Sausage
12 or.
1/4 Pork
libel
CONSTRUCTION *
Loin
- Orange Juice
Concentrate 3 Limit • 250 'Ends& Center Mixed
Contadina
CO.
8 oz.
Kounty Kist Frozen
lb. 65*
Tomato Paste
20 oz. Bag
2/290.
Baby Green Limas 250
2 Limit
FRED MONTESI
Alma
16 or.
No-Return Bottles
Pork
Pure
Style
Country
Regular 6's
Pork & Beans
100
10 or.
Pepsi Colas
SAUSAG 1 Regular or Lemon
2-Ctn. Limit 6/490
. 7 oz.
2 lb. bag 690 Johnson Pledge .
Heinz Regular or Smokey
79*
Furniture Polish
16 or. Fresh
Bar B 0 Sauce 270
Ground HAM
Morton
20 oz.
3 Limit
BURGER
Fruit
Pies
• Twin Pet
29*
15 or.
•
3 lb.pkg.
NOW IS THE TIME *
Dog Food6 Limit
Green Giant French Sliced
*
7*
or more lb. 580
16 or. Can
*
REMODEL YOUR KITCHEN ...
•
*
Beans
Green
Halves or Slices
21110,
Jf
Del Monte
Fresh
REDECORATE INSIDE ROOMS
16 or.
*
*
Peaches
Rambo Old Fashion
Pork Chops
48 or.
PANELING
*
Calories Reduced 2/250
i
*
Loin & Center Cut
McCormick
4 oz
Sweet Pickle Wafers 59* *
ROOFING
*
*
lb. 75$
Black Pepper
390
*
REMODEL BATHROOMS
Fred Montesi
*
*
Southern Bell
ALL KINDS
SIDING
*
*
FRED MONTESI

Ii

EUCTIARIST C. ROME

•,

AWNINGS! ,.:-:"
. 1 ,.

.

,/ d

METAL
CANVAS

r

1: 7/
1
'

A

SUIPIRIOR QUALITY—IOW IRK,— UNIXCILLIO
WORKMANSHIP—IA.111ST TERNS—QUICK SIRVICI
FRI1 ISTUKATIS WITHOUT 0111110ATION

Beautlrul— CuRtnirt Made

.. . ...
. , . .
-,

DRAPERIES
COVERS
n• 4

SLIP

4

LOWEST PRICES
SUPERIOR TAILORING
SAMPLES SHOWN
IN YOUR HOME
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE.
ESTIMATES FREE
WITHOUT OBLIGATION

I..

1

•
,

'
.s,
.

•
s
I

.
• •
11
...
).V.
.7,.

.
t•:

EASY TERMS
WINDOW SHADES
VENETIAN & VERTICAL
BLINDS

FLOOR COVERINGS
RUGS, CARPETS
HARD SURFACE

, LLIAMS

WI

*...... .

216 S. Pauline

Tel. 216-4431 S.

tvi!
•
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Doctoral Candidates.
To Be Wed On June 20

Page 11

ROYAL SERENADERS
—Crowned as king and queen
of the Royal Sereisaden et the Ceftee Makers Jubilee ea
Tuesday. May 12, were King Terrance Gilliam and Queen
Sherry Jamison, both 11. 0. 15 the sIon, el Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Gilliam of 171S McMillan and a student at Lincoln
School and a member of Progressive Baptist Church. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Jamison of
1499 Lockhaves Drive, attends the
Alcy Elementary
School and is a member of Mt. Nebo Baptist Church.

...TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONET.,
AND STILL GET
TOP VALUE
STAMPS!

Itrloier

Mrs. Omar R. Robinson, Sr. ternal granddaughter of the late;
of Memphis, Tennessee an- Professor and Mrs. Samuel Ronounces the engagement of her binson.
daughter. Miss Juanita RobinMr. Carter attended Council
son, to Mr. Allen Connard Car- Training High School in Norter of Normal, Alabama. Mr. mal. Alabama and Morehouse
Carter is the son of Mrs. Ruth College in Atlanta. Georgia.
Binford Carter and the late While at Morehouse, he was the
Dean Robert Carter of Alaba- recipient of the Charles E.
ma A. and M. College.
Merrill Fellowship and studied
Miss Robinson is a graduateat the University of Munich in
of Father Bertrand High School, Munich, Germany.
in Memphis, and did her under-, Mr. Carter is a Woodrow Wil- LeMoyne-Owen College will of march.
Groundbreaking ceremonies
graduate studies at Spelmanl son Fellow and a doctoral stu- award the first honorary degree
college in Atlanta. Georgia.' dent at Columbia University in in the history of the 100-year- for the new science-mathemaHer graduate studies include New York. Presently, he is an old college at its June 1 corn- matics building will be held
immediately following the bacstudying at Atlanta University _intern at the University of Cali- mencement.
in Atlanta, and presently she fornia Medi:7a! School in San The degree of doctor of laws calaureate service scheduled
is a doctoral student at the Francisco. California. lie is a (L.L.D.) will be conferred upon for Sunday, May 31. BaccaUniversity of Oregon in Eu- member of A!pha Phi Alpha Edmund Orgill by the college's laureate also will be held outretiring president, Dr. Hollis doors at 6 p.m. in front of
gene, Oregon.
Fraternity.
Brownlee- Hall.
She is the maternal gr..nd- The couple plans a June 20th F. Price.
Mr. Orgill, a former mayor
daughter of the late Mr. a n d wedding at the Parkway GarBaccalaureate speaker will
of Memphis and presently a
Mrs. James Westbrook and pa- cit•ns Presbyterian Church.
LeMoyne-Owen graduate.
member of the Shelby County ' be a
William Gordon of the class of
Court, will d e liver the
LeMoyne-Owen commencement 1947. He is a senior officer of
the U. S. Information Agency
address.
and has seen service in Africa
lie has been, and still is, the a
Europe. Presently, he is on
and
key figure in the college's efleave from USIA serving as a Imms,
'•-rt to raise $1,656,000 to cover
visiting professor at University
the cost of erecting a new sciof Wisconsin.
Members of the L'Elite Serv-1 An addcd - project is to ente-mathematics center.
ice Club held their se:.'ond, sponsor a gr:oo of children Commencement will be out- Receptions for the graduating
Annual Charity Ball on April from Arlington Hospital and doors at 6 p.m. in front of class will be given Sunday
24 at the Sheraton-Peabody.' school.
'Brownlee Hall. The registrar's' evening, May 31. by President
The Proceeds from the affair
Mrs. Georgia Harvey is presi- i office announced this week that Price, and by the alumni on
were put in a special fund, dent of the club.
1112 seniors will be in the line Monday evening, June 1.

LeMoyne-Owen Grads
ToHearFormerMayor

KROGER FROZEN

6 6-oz. cans

Second Charity Ball
Presented By L'Elite

Don't walk on...buy!

KROGER GRADE A

I

ORANGE
JUICE

You can't do as well
anywhere else!

LARGE EGGS

MEL-0-SOFT
BREAD
4 1 -lb. 4-oz. loaves

SI

2
3
69'

3 Doz.
with our coupon offer
CHOICE TENDERAY

U.S.

MORRELL'S PRIDE

CHUCK
ROAST

FRYING
CHICKEN

SLICED
BACON

Cut-up, Mixed Parts

1.29

12-oz.
pkg.

lb.

•••

FLORIDA

YELLOW
CORN

GREEN
ONIONS

SALAD
TOMATOES

-

10 ears

49'

I Ot

Pint

Bch.

6

• •••

.44

eaBANQUET

t

Dinners

All Varieties except Ham,

11-oz., each

310

••• OE •
••• •11,•

•••111111

(
I

Del Monte

Chunk Tuna

3

/
2-oz. cans
61

$1

BONUS COUPON

Margarine

4 lbs.

88c

••

FOR
FATI1

Top Value
STAMPS
.*
4

All Flavors

Cake Mixes

Swansdown

1-113. 3-oz. pkg.

25c

4 to 5-Ms. avg.

Fresh Hens

lb.

COUPON

100 EXTRA

Budweiser
is the largest-selling
beer in the world.
(But you know that.)

TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this
coupon and

,

$5.00 plerchoso,
aseluand tobacco and
hush or frozen milk
products and In adds
Mon to any other purdime requimmende.
Tose.;Mey 26
Ng*

3'111'11111'UL

KROGER
FROZEN .
ORANGE JUICE
6

kez.cans

494

with this coupon and
$5.00 adcdtIonal purchase,
excluding tobanco and
fresh or from oft
Products.
Good thru Tues., May U.

35c

either a 2-lb Kroger
100 with
Coffee or 10-oz. Spotlight
Coffee
with two Kroger Chili, Beef
50Stew
or Corned Beef Hash
with six -oz. Kroger
50 Gelatins
ru
with 2 pkgs. Kroger Snack n
100 Crackers
2 pkgs. Royal Viking
50 with
Danish Pastries
with two 14-oz. Fox
50 DeLuxe
Pizzas
Ii
with 2 pkgs. Breakfast or
50 Center-Cut Chops
a
with 2-lbs. or more Ground
50 Chuck
or Ground Round
U
with 5-1b. bag Grapefruit
25 or Oranges
25 with two heads Lettuce
25 with 6Tomato's'
ft-f
25 with 34bs.or more Onions
25 with 39c or more Bananas
with 5-lb bag or more
25 Potatoes

EXPIRES:

•-•

wawa
••

5/23/70

er

Limit one.
Mew

11111111111111111111,
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Sports Horizon

Ellington Will Speak
At Lane Commencement

IAkEkS FALL 611016T
field and was perfect of five
A cripple Willis Raed 'tressed chances from the foul line. The
Baccalaurtate
and
Corn- school teacher, on January 24
out for air seventh sand final Atlanta native also made clean
mencement exercises combin- 1929. They have two children,
game of last week's National steals from Baylor and West.
ed will be held Sunday, May 24 John Earl, who is a heavy
Basketball Associalimi Champ- The ex-Southern Illinois great
at 5:00 p.m. in front of the J. equipment salesman, and Ann.
ionship Playoffs and his mere led all scorers with 36. Dick
Presence inspired the New "Skull" Barnett, former A&I K. Daniels Library on the col He has served on the board of
stewards of the Verona MethoYork pickerbockers to go on star, threw in 21.
dist Church. He is a Scottish
and wine 11379e over t h e
Reed forced Big Wilt away
Rite Mason. He enjoys watchLos Angeles Lakers before from the basket and the reing football and baseball and
another huge sellout throng markable Laker who played
likes to fish, hunt and play golf.
in Madison Square Garden. in only 12 regular season games
It was the seventh time the was held to 21, most of those
unluckz Lakers have failed tallies coming after the Knicks
after getting to the title game. captain had been sidelined.
The NA crown was the first Had the Lakers won Chamberfor the Knicks, a charter lain probably would have pullmember of the league.
ed in the MVP award for his
The last must have been great comeback after his knee
even
more frustrating for operation. New York had great
Laker stars Elgin Baylor and unity but Reed was the differJerry ''West. Baylor has seen ence between victory and dethe door to the championship feat and justly deserved the
room closed in his face seven series' MVP honor. Last year
times While West, the NBA scor- Boston's Bill Russell was the
LeMoyne-Owen College came
ing leader and MVP runner-up villian when it appeared that
in third Saturday at Knoxville
this season, has watched Los L.A. had finally made it over
in the Volunteer State Athletic
Angeles foes deny him and his the hump, Last Friday the
Conference track and field
mates the NBA title on six trick was pulled off by still
championship meet.
another great southpaw, and
occasions.
The Magicians' outstanding
The New York victory shock- like Russell, Reed is a native
mile
relay team came in
Louisianian.
Reed set the tone
ed the experts who had all but
first. UT-Martin was second.
conceded the crown to Losl for the game when he hit for
Another
M a gician. Jesse
Angeles after big Wilt Chamber_ the first two points.
Chatman, broke through to
GOVERNOR ELLINGTON
lain's 45 point performance in It was the second world
win the 220-yard dash, and the
the sixth game sparked the championship in which a Memspectacular
LeMo yne-Owen
phian
participated
this
year.
Lakers to an easy victory on
lege campus.
freshman, Ambrose Bennett,
the West Coast. Chamberlain Oscar Reed played for the
The honorable Buford E. Eldidn't have Reed to contend Minnesota Vikings against the lington, Governor of Tennessee, won the 440-yard dash, Emerwith because the Knicks' 6-10 Kansas City Chiefs in the will address the graduating son Willis of the Magician
stalwart injured his hip in the Super Bowl last January in class of 1970; which is compos- squad was third in this event.
George Wooten o f L-0 was
fifth game in which New York New Orleans. Rich Roberson ed of 195 members.
third
in the 220.
saw
briefs
action
in
the
NBA
staged a brilliant comeback to
Born in Holmes County, Mistake a 3-2 edge in the series. Playoffs as a relief man for sissippi, on June 27, 1907. to
Russell Floyd of L-0 was
After three )(nicks were un- the Lakers' "Wilt the Stilt." Abner Earl and Cora (Grant- second in the mile, and William
able to stop the robust 280 Roberson played a key role ham) Ellington, his father was Oliver of LeMoyne-Owen was
pound Chamberlain it caused in his rookie season while a farmer. He spent his boyhood third in the triple jump.
Coaeh Red Holtzman to re- Chamberlain was recovering on the family farm, then atThe teams finished in this
mark that he was going to the most of the year.
tended the Agricultural High manner: Carson-Newman, 94;
nievietabe night of the chamSchool in Goodman and Mill- UT-Martin, 80/
1
2;
LeMoynepiensiztp game if Reed was unsaps College in Jackson, Mis- Owen, 51; Milligan, 36/
1
2, and
able to play.
sissippi.
Union, 5.
Reed,-tine of the many fine
During the Depression, he
pro athletes produced by Gramhad to leave college to look for
bling, *sit he had to play even
work. For a time he sold farm
if it _Meant playing on one
equipment, and later he bought
leg. The courage of Reed was
a small store at Verona, Tenamazing considering he had
nessee. Then like his father, he
to fact the league's all-time
PART-T1ME Radio Announcer for week
scorer in seven foot plus Wilt. ends. News and D. J. Combination. turned to farming in 1944 and
tape and iesume to Program Di- bought a small farm in MarThe two pivotmen had battled Send
rector, P.O. Box 248. Memphis, Tenn. shall County, Tennessee, which
on egen terms before Reed 38101.
he still operates.
took thet nasty spill. Reed
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
His political career began in
didn't come on the floor in Wholesale buyers wanted for authentic
the seventh game until after his African Arts, Carvings, Sculptures. 1948, when he was elected to
the state General Assembly
teammates had been warming Jewelry, Fabrics, and Handcrafts.
Woodcarvings, Inc. from Marshall Count y. Im- E-Z Storage & Van Co.
African
His
appearup for 15 minutes.
260 Fifth Avenue
pressed by Ellington's work
ance drew a standing ovation
New York, N. Y. min
493 S. Main St.
farmers, Governor Clewith
from the 19,000 partisans and
AUTO FOR SALE
the Knicks started the game 66 Imperial Convertible, Full Power, ment appointed him State AgriNew Pop-tires and engine. cultural Commissioner in 1953.
sky high as they spurted to a loaded.
Beautiful. 1066 Poplar 9 275-9675.
He remained Agricultural Com38-21 first quarter lead. Mid610E4G OUT OF BUSINESS
missioner until 1958 when he
way the period Reed was reinBig Rummage Sale
going at 4 price. Suits resigned to seek the governorjured but remained in the game Everything
41.00 up. dresses 25c up. Shoes 10c
after he was attended by a up. pants 25c up, shirts 10c & 15c up. ship. In the Democratic priLarge fan $25. Cash Register 435. maries on August 7, 1958, he —
trainer.
Children clothing, electric irons 50c
The Lakers never recovered to 3.50. Many household item, Fri.. won over four other candidates.
CAN YOU USE
& Mon.-830 to 6 P.m. 1491 In November of 1958, he was
from the Knicks' early blitz- Sat.,
Preston.
contest,
three-way
MORE
elected in a
krieg which was highlighted by
Top Pay. Start Immediately. governor of Tennessee.
the hot hand and ball Ladies
Must
Mr. Lamar at 3206 Com:
Governor Ellington was marthievery of Walt Frazier. Fra- Apply toParkway,
pm.
rn!TrillI
ried to Catherine Ann Creek, a
zier went six for six from the 9
CONVENIENT
F"
1 p.rnA
. to 12 Sat.

BONDS

•
•
•
•

Magicians
Place Third
At Track Meet

CLASSIFIED
ADS

For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates

LEARN TO DRIVE
Trouble What se ever
Is Gettiat Driver Liceost

If

You Hive Amy

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

THAN'S
LOAN UFFICE
Reginald Shaw, a fifth grade student was crowned "King of the PTA at Douglass Elementary School recently. He is seen here in regal robes with
his mother, Mrs. Clover Shaw. Reginald is a carrier for the
Tri-State Defender.

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • C'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

KING OF THE PTA —

176 & 178 SIMI STRUT JA 6-5300

Savings
Celebration

REIMERS

MOVING?

HELP WANTED

Other Car Renters
answer to the
home office.
Carl Carson
answers to you.

BUY

18,000 BTU's

mily$28495

Oberst.% en Set•
230 find ZOS vont

Save Big on Fedders, the biggest name in air conditioning. Fedders celebrates its 75th birthday with
four commemorative air conditioners. You celebrate with precious dollars saved when you buy one
of these Diamond Jubilee air conditioners now!
ir Quiet Sound Barrier design

• --te'id.ordeaselestenewateeselidalliordirivede.d.

* Handsome front Panel,
concealed controls
*Hi(for super fast coaling)
and Lo cool

111111111111111011111111111

*Adiustable automatic
thermostat
*Advanced air direction
control
* Reserve Cooling Power*
lot extra hot days

LOCATIONS

DIFINDIR 1111WSSTAND DIRICTORY
The Tri-State hiender his Os Sale Each Thirsday At The Fellowisz Lecatiess:
Aleirenahm Sundry
387 Lae*

Pork Kwick Drive Inn Gee.
2268 Park Av.
•
Bellevue 7/11 Orly. Inn Gro.
1104$. 15•11evue

Bailey's Drug Stars
2547 Brood Avon.*

3 & J Sundry
2119 Cheisse Asti

Sell's Sundry
943 Lauderdale 526-9940

Pearson Grocery
3510 Wearer Rd.

Coatral Prescrtption Shop
S51 Vance

Kauffman Drive-In Grocer,
1 297 L auderda •

Centrel Sundry
106 E. Calhoun

Klendyks Food Center
1287 Vellentine 276.9509

Feed Road Drire.ln
,3199 Foci Reed

K lanclyks Sundry
1293 Vollentive 222-3112

Afro Grocery
926 Kin' Ave,

L & f4 Sundt,
142 Silyarage

Pieces Solon
729
Gem,. volkor's Mews
1101 Firestone

McGowan Sundry
349 Vance

Gleavtew Sundry
1550 Metharweeil

Mac Dri•• Inn
367 'Ninon

Noel Sundry
Vance & Lauderdale

Week.
Smith 3rd

Oriel• Onug
1014 Mississippi 942.1712

VIM Sundry
3092 Chelsea

Rosewood Pharmacy
1918 Lauderdale

Nifty Sundry
2511 Supreme

Rose Lynn Sundry
129 S. Orleans

Lenow Sundry
2086 Chelsea

Prescott Drugs
Bellevysi & Gill

Soy mere Sundry
Vanc• & Lauderdal•

Little Lit. Sundry
1619 Lothar.

Suburb/en Deed
752 E. McLetoore 948.1576

Germrol Drugs
2111 W. Mitchell

233 Chatter Street

News Vender
Kreter S. 3rd

3464 Daggett

News Vender
Mein at Linde*

660 Decatur

N•ws Vend.,
Main of Vance

21 West Norwood

Strazior owls
•2192 Owl... 276.251111

Mead Sundry
446 tralk•r

Smith's T
337 Mitchell

Jol Dirive-In Grecray
)54$$. Parkway E.

M•lres• Grocery
2638 Park Ave.

St011.101411 Sundry.
44$ Walker Avenue

N•ws Vend•r
Main at Calhoun

Jefferson Grocery
4791 Morn Lake Rd.

fil• Shan Sundry
5 )M;;

Trigg Avenue Sundry
455 E..t -

News Vendor,
Wmgo. AI,-wcys atLOW4A

Jlity Sundry
752 M. Panto"

Nifty Sundry
Hamilton & Suttrorit•

Joe Hong Gros
Nerhersceed &

RIMS MART
an Ota.cif•Tewn Payers
10 M. N.h. 526.9444

FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT

Sliver Sure Deivanfa Gee.
178 W. Mitchell Rd.

J.B. Sundry
615 Vance Avenue

memo.
On Mo4isicn

* Washable Germicidical
Filter
* Totally enclosed zinc-clad
steel cabinet

Wellington Street Sundry
918 S. Wellington

Mognolia Sundry
2012 lloyl• Ave

Jiffy Sander
2509 Park Av• 152-3101

* Powerful dehumidification

SERVICE

Russell Resell Drug.
2445 Chelsea

Smith Sundry
1147 Florida

Model Laundry
204 W. Brooks

./HERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL

Lincoln Sundry
Sanders Drug Co.
565 S. Parkway E. 948.1531 652 Richmond

Goltirta'ssundrY
253.3 Pork Ava 324.9322

Ji+ly Sundry
Pack & Calla

•:6

SAVE up to $40.00 on the most famous air conditionerin the wear

CASH ?
CITY FINANCE

THI TRI-STATE

40.41-041,
404041P4W1

Page 12

Satirise Ste

Sumac Phatmect
1046 Thomas
5254811 - 526-9727
Triple A Sundry
303 Vance
Wares Supermarket
226 11. Snooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
All 010.10.Tewn Papers
115 Maceinn Ay* 5264920

V.A. Hospital Vends'
•
Vier Sundries
3013 Johnson Ave
Wellington Sundry
Waal ington
251 E. McLennan"

VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
689-91 Bethel (Duplex) $10,950

EXCEPTIONALLY POWERFUL.,.
cools an entire floor of most homes where
adequate circulation exists.

10 rooms, 2 baths Fr/VVood/S $2500r

5 FOOTS, 1 bath B/V
5 Moms, I bath, Asb
5 rooms, I bath,

$11,950
$250 Down

save20
$

23,500 BTU's

8,000 BTU's

14,000 BTU's

I

$ 9,500
$250 Dowr

$8,950
$250 Down

$13,250

All 5 Stores
Open Doily
1136-38 Railton Avenue (Duplex)
AM. to
8
baths,
BN
iorooms. 2
$32,750
$1,750 Down
9 P.M.
$ 9,950
1381 Standridge
6 rooms, I bath, Asb $250 Down
s
(Putroc
6,950
1634 Sunset

6 rooms, I bath, Fr/Asb

save w14.0 I save

$250 Dowr

I Largest
$4495
18495
24495
Selling Air Conditioners
FEDDERS,World's
'Diamond Jubilee models compered to comparable capacity standard Fedders models

appliance company
SINCE 1945

4 rooms, I bath, Fr (space neaterS)
$150 Dow,

2296 Vollentine
$ rooms, 2 baths, Fr

,
L. 1. CIATLIP

R G. KINICLI

L I GATLIN Ht.

518,950
$450 DOW/

SUMMER

WHITEHAWN1

3431 SUMMER

4255 HWY. 31 SO.

3116 THOMAS

Phalli. 324-4406

!Immo 396-0015

Phone 3$6-45115

FRAYSER

LAMAR

Long term, 81
/
2%. Loans available

NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN )3UY

1574 LAMAR
Phone 743-5370

$237 POPLAR
Phone 662-1661

See Anv Broker

SOUTHLAND OPEN AT LAST!
"IT'S WORTH WAITING FOR"
SUMMER HOME DC GREYHOUND CHAMPIONS

SOUTHLAND

nis is the year of the Dog!
DOG RACING MAY 29 THRU NOV. 3, POST TIME 8:00 P.M.
MATINEE SAT. 1:30 P.M.
CLOSED WED. and SUN.
A

